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2017-2018

PRESIDENT’S TURF
Metamorphosis

TPI Board of Trustees
Jimmy Fox

How is TPI? As a board member I get this question quite frequently and, while
it’s hard to summarize, your organization is going through a metamorphosis, a
change for the better.
Like all associations, we’ve had to ask ourselves, “Who are we and where are we
going?” Not too long ago, most members would say that TPI is an organization
for Turfgrass sod producers to learn and network together. It is all that, but today,
many of our affiliated organizations are looking to TPI to “carry the torch” for
natural Turfgrass, making us the “natural” advocates for “natural Turfgrass.” We,
as TPI, represent more than sod producers, we represent all those affiliated with
any type of Turfgrass production and management.
Our industry is under attack from the plastic grass industry, environmentalists,
threats of drought, and building codes that threaten to eliminate or minimize
Turfgrass use. Home lots are shrinking; young couples are both working with
little time for working on the yard. Carbon emission laws raise the cost of
equipment and turf maintenance costs.
Who is going to provide support for the Turfgrass industry to fight these issues?
Who is going to fund the research? Who is going to take the truth about turfgrass
to the soccer moms and environmentalists? Who is going to coach landscape
architects and building code specifiers to understand the true impact of Turfgrass?
Turfgrass Producers International has been molding our Foundation—The Lawn
Institute—for the role of leadership in the Turfgrass industry; the lightning rod
for all things turf related. No, we can’t do it all, but we can be the catalyst for
our industry. This may sound lofty, but it is who we have become, evolved to,
metamorphized into … we are all advocates for natural Turfgrass.
Based on this, the TPI and TLI board has agreed to dedicate a minimum of
$100,000 toward a marketing campaign to change the perception of Turfgrass for
consumers and to increase awareness of TPI and TLI and our role as advocates with
affiliated associations and industry partners to gain their support in these efforts.
Our fundraising at our 50th Anniversary last year gave us the ability and
confidence to move forward with this initiative. Now, in 2018, our loyal
vendors have stepped up to help fund another record fundraising year. We need
to seize this opportunity, riding on the wave of a good economy, to raise the
most money possible for the effort of Turfgrass advocacy. No, $100,000 will
not fund a full-blown marketing campaign, but it will give us a jumpstart.
Join us for our Conference in Tucson. Come ready to support TLI, network,
exchange business ideas, and help us be advocates for natural Turfgrass to
change the perception of Turfgrass use now and for the next generation!
May God continue to bless your family and your business.
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S TURF
Welcome to 2018!
Casey Reynolds, PhD

Our first calendar year with the 2017 TPI Board of
Trustees and Staff is in the books. For me personally,
it was a special year beginning this exciting new
opportunity as Executive Director, moving cross-country,
and becoming a new dad. (And if my wife is reading
this, not necessarily in that order!) During my travels and
visits with TPI members, I’ve had a chance to witness
first-hand the shared passion, work-ethic, and excitement
within the turfgrass production industry. I was able
to wrap up the fall of 2017 speaking at conferences on
behalf of TPI in Mississippi at the Deep South Turf
Expo, in Georgia at the Urban Ag Council Turfgrass
Producers Field Day, and in South Carolina at the
Carolinas Golf Show. In 2018, I am already scheduled to
represent TPI at events planned in Iowa, Texas, North
Carolina, and Florida this spring with certainly more
events to come.
This year also will be a year to build upon many of
the initiatives that Karen Cooper, Sandy Reynolds
and I discussed with the Board of Trustees at the
TPI Fall Board Meeting from Oct 16-18, in Chicago,
IL. These include, but are not limited to, continued
representation at national and international turfgrass
conferences and events, creation and implementation
of a new public relations campaign to highlight the
uses and benefits of natural turfgrass, increased
member benefits and publications, continued
participation in regulatory affairs, online and regional
educational opportunities, and more. The 2017 TPI
Fall Board Meeting was a great opportunity to share
ideas, discuss resources, and develop strategies for
implementing these plans on behalf of TPI and its
members. As you can imagine, working on behalf of
a group as large and geographically diverse as TPI
means there is always plenty to do and having a plan
in place is vital to achieving our goals.

Please follow us on Twitter!
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Lastly, if you haven’t made plans yet to attend the TPI
2018 International Education Conference & Field Day
in Tucson, AZ, we hope to see you there. The program
is packed full of speakers on topics such as promoting
natural turfgrass, communications, personnel, fraud/
ethics, new technology, site-specific management, and
more! We also have a clay shoot, dessert reception,
raff les, and a live auction for The Lawn Institute
which will feature items ranging from a few hundred
dollars all the way up to a Trebro Autostack II
harvester! Please check out page 20 of this issue of Turf
News for more information and instructions on how to
download the BidPal app and start bidding.
While 2017 witnessed the 50th Anniversary of TPI
and the 40th Anniversary of Turf News, we will strive
our best to make 2018 an eventful year as well. There
are many opportunities that lie just over the horizon,
and we’re excited about moving forward. Welcome to
2018 and we wish you a healthy and prosperous year
ahead. Happy New Year!

Cheers,

"There are many opportunities that
lie just over the horizon, and we’re
excited about moving forward."

Turfgrass Producers International: @TPITurfTalk
The Lawn Institute: @TLIhealthylawns
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TPI NEWS
MARK YOUR CALENDAR

TPI 2018 INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION
CONFERENCE & FIELD DAY
February 12-15, 2018
Tucson, Arizona – USA
Check out www.TurfGrassSod.org for
information about the schedule, education
programs, ﬁeld day, fundraising activities,
and more. TPI staff and volunteers are
putting together a great week of learning
and networking opportunities that you
cannot afford to miss. Find out more
about the week’s events and activities in
this issue beginning on page 18.

TLI FUNDRAISING ACTIVITIES
This year’s TLI fundraising
activities are being headlined by
the auction of a Trebro Autostack
II harvester, courtesy of Trebro
Turf Equipment, with a starting
bid of $345,000 USD. A portion
of the proceeds will be donated
to TLI. Additionally, there will be
a clay shoot tournament, a series
of gun draws, and both live and
silent auctions featuring a variety
of exciting items. Bidding on
silent auction items, including the
Autostack II harvester, is live now
at www.bidpal.net/tpi2018. Don’t
miss this opportunity to support
The Lawn Institute’s initiatives
in education, research, and the
promotion of natural turfgrass.

GUN DRAW TICKETS
Tickets are available now for a series of gun draws to be held in Tucson. Tickets were mailed to all US
and Canadian members and are available online through the Support TLI link on the TLI website
(https://www.TheLawnInstitute.org/pages/2018-gun-rafﬂe/). Tickets are $25 each or ﬁve for $100.
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TPI NEWS
WHAT TO KNOW
VOTE IN TUCSON ON TPI BYLAWS CHANGE
TPI members who are at the 2018 International Education Conference & Field Day in Tucson will see a
proposed change to current TPI bylaws during the Annual Business Meeting. The TPI staff and Board of
Trustees have proposed a change in the ﬁscal year that will streamline ﬁnancial processes, tax ﬁlings,
and member services. See the details on page 10 of this issue of Turf News for more information. Voting
members that can’t make the meeting can vote by proxy. Proxies for A & B members will be mailed the ﬁrst
week of January. Please contact TPI headquarters if you do not receive a needed proxy.

TPI OFFICIAL CONFERENCE HOTEL
All conference activities will originate from or take place at the Westin La Paloma, the ofﬁcial conference
hotel. Reservations must be made by January 19 to secure the conference rate of $219/night USD for single
or double occupancy. To reserve a room, visit www.TurfGrassSod.org and select the hotel reservation link
under the event tab or call the Westin La Paloma at +1-800-937-8461 or +1-520-742-6000, extension 7845. Be
sure to tell them you are with TPl to receive the special rate.

TPI STAFF TO ATTEND STMA CONFERENCE AND THE GOLF INDUSTRY SHOW
TPI staff members will be representing TPI at both the 2018 STMA Conference and Exhibition in Fort
Worth, TX, January 16 – 19, and the 2018 Golf Industry Show in San Antonio, February 5 – 8. If you are at
either of these events, please stop by our booth and say hello!
In addition, Executive Director Casey Reynolds, PhD, will be presenting at two of the GCSAA Education
Conference sessions on Monday, February 5: “Turf Solutions: Everything But the Kitchen Sink!”
Reynolds topic is “Turfgrass Colorants: An In-Depth Analysis of Chemical and Spectral Properties and
Potential Impacts on Turfgrass Health” from 10 to noon. From 1:30 to 2:30 pm he will be on the panel for
“Verdure Live: TWO YEARS of research and All You Have is ONE SLIDE to Show Me?”

TPI CONGRATULATES TWO FAMILY MEMBERS
Join us in congratulating TPI family members
Sandy Reynolds and Daniel Morris, who were
joined in marriage at a small, private ceremony on
November 24, 2017. This joyful celebration took
place in the Jacuzzi Family Vineyards in Sonoma,
California and was conducted by a long-time friend
of the couple. After the ceremony, the couple
celebrated by sharing a wine-paired, ﬁve-course
dinner in the barrel room of the winery with a small
group of friends and family.

TPI Turf News January/February 2018
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FROM THE LAWN INST

THANK YOU TO ALL 2017 DONORS
The Lawn Institute sincerely thanks all members that have donated to The Foundation
in 2017. In recognition of the Forever Green, Gold Partner, Green Partner and 500 Club
members, the lists below recognize those who have donated as of 12/6/17.

FOREVER GREEN/LEGACY GIVING
Hank & Mary Kerfoot (Modern Turf)
For more information go to:
www.TheLawnInstitute.org/page/forevergreen/

GOLD BENEFACTOR/OVER $5,000
Australian Lawn Concepts—John Keleher
Blue Valley Sod—Bob Weerts
Brouwer Kesmac—Eric Brouwer
Coombs Sod Farms, LLC—John Coombs
Eagle Lake Professional Landscape Supply—Eric Heuver
Emerald View Turf Farm—Eddie Keeven
Evergreen Turf, Inc.—Jimmy Fox
Heartland Turf Farms, Inc.—Tom Keeven
Jasperson Sod Farm—Randy Jasperson
Jonathan Green & Sons—Barry Green
Mountain View Seeds—Troy Kuenzi
NG Turf—Aaron McWhorter
Ostfold Gress AS—Johnny Trandem
Poyntz Inc.—Philip Poyntz
Progressive Turf Equipment—Luke Janmaat
SelecTurf Inc.—Jim Keeven
Trebro Manufacturing, Inc.—Gregg Tvetene
For more information on how you can support TLI and make
a donation in 2017 go to: ^^^;OL3H^U0UZ[P[\[LVYN
and click on SUPPORT TLI. Contributions help support turfgrass
research, education and scholarships. Donations made in the
calendar year will receive recognition in our publications and
personal recognition in The Lawn Institute booth at the following levels:

FOREVER GREEN/LEGACY GIVING
GOLD BENEFACTOR/OVER $5,000
GREEN PARTNER/$1,000–$4,999
500 CLUB/$500—$999

GREEN PARTNER/$1,000–$4,999
Advanced Equipment—John Janmaat
Bethel Farms—Will Nugent
Brouwer Sod Farms, Ltd—Gerry Brouwer
Bucyrus Equipment Company—Steven Dover
Campey Imants—Richard Campey
DeBuck's Sod Farms of NY, Inc.—Greg DeBuck
Greenhorizons Group—Ron Schiedel
John Deere Canada LLC—Charlene Raymond
Load Lifter Manufacturing—Dave Tughan
Manderley Turf Products—Greg Skotnicki
Modern Turf—Hank Kerfoot
Patten Seed/Super Sod—Ben Copeland
Piedmont Turf Farm—David McCart
Sales Midwest—Tim Wollesen
Saratoga Sod—Steve Griffen
Sod Solutions—Tobey Wagner
Summit Seed—Ed Lee
Turffit Ltd.—William Baird
Turf Merchants, Inc. (TMI)—Nancy Aerni
Zander Sod Co. Limited—Claus Zander

500 CLUB/$500—$999
Brillion Farm Equipment—Mike Irish
Cameron Financial—Darryl Yochem
Coosa Valley Turf Farms—Thomas Wolf
First Products, Inc.—Carey Parrish
Harmony Outdoor Brands—Mike Pope
Hol-Mac—Brian Ely
Jim Novak—Donation by Linda Bradley
Laytonsville Landscaping, Inc.—Doug Lechlider
McCall Sod Farm, Inc.—James Maulden
Medina Sod Farms—Scott Gregoire
Northern Hills Sod Farm LLC—Roch Bestgen
Oregon Turf & Tree Farms—Tom DeArmond
Purdy Farms—Ed Purdy
R.B. Farms LLC—Robbie Brady
Personal Donation—Ronald Juip
RTF Turf Producers Association—Jenny Carritt
Somerset Seed & Sod, Inc.—Andy Hutchison
Sumter Sod—Chip Block
The Turfgrass Group—Bill Carraway
Trimax Mowing Systems—Ray LeProu
Tri-Turf Sod Farms, Inc.—Jason Pooler
Turf Mountain Sod—Fred Pittillo

PERSONALIZE THE NEXT PAGE (Helpful Hints from The Lawn Institute) Insert your company’s business address and contact
For more information on lawn c
information by going to www.TheLawnInstitute.org/pages/helpful-hints-from-the-lawn-institute/ to access The Lawn Institute’s
w
easy-to-use template. Then print and share with your customers—it’s free!
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TITUTE

FROM THE LAWN INSTITUTE

HELPFUL HINTS
FROM THE LAWN INSTITUTE
SOIL SAMPLING

and plant health, create imbalances or toxicities, and even
affect the performance of herbicides or insecticides. Most
turfgrasses perform best in a soil pH of 6.5 to 7, and soil
tests are the best way to determine how to alter pH if
necessary. Soil tests also provide information on nutrient
status, desired ranges and the likelihood of response
from fertilizer application. Savings from the reduction or
elimination of even one unnecessary nutrient application
often will far exceed the cost of the soil test itself.
There are many things that can be done to improve turfgrass
health, quality and performance, but few offer as much
return on investment as soil sampling. Often, for minimal
expense, soil tests can provide a vast amount of information
to help make important decisions on the application of
fertilizers, lime, gypsum, irrigation, soil amendments, and
more. This simple test is one of the most important tools
in maintaining dense, healthy turfgrass and can even be
helpful in reducing inputs and costs.
Soils are complex systems made up of a vast array of
physical, chemical, and biological properties. In turfgrasses,
it provides not only nutrients and water, but also serves as
the foundation for athletic fields and golf courses where
traction, stability, and resiliency are important for events.
Many basic soil tests provide information on soil chemical
properties including pH, plant nutrients, soluble salts, cation
exchange capacity, base saturation, and more. Other, more
detailed soil tests, also can provide information on soil
physical properties such as soil textural analysis (percentages
of sand, silt, clay), hydraulic conductivity, bulk density,
porosity, water retention and so on. While these types of
detailed tests are typically most utilized in the golf course
and sports field industries, basic soil tests can be helpful to
any site, particularly home lawns. This is especially true in
urban or suburban settings where soils have been disturbed,
altered or even removed during construction.

In areas of the world where salts are prevalent in soils
and aquifers, soil testing is a great way to monitor salt
accumulation and develop a strategy for mitigation. As
saline water is applied through irrigation, water is taken into
turfgrass roots and transpired through leaves, while leaving
damaging salts behind. Salt accumulation can lead to a
number of issues in plant health including water deficits, ion
imbalances or toxicities, and decreases in soil permeability.
The vast diversity that exists worldwide in soils,
groundwater, rainfall amounts, etc., makes it impossible
to predict the chemical, physical, and biological properties
of soils. It’s hard to imagine maximizing plant health
and performance without knowing the basic information
provided by soil tests, and often—for a few dollars, euros,
pounds, or rubles—the vast complexities that exist just
below our turfgrasses can be brought to life. Basic soil
testing kits are available at your local garden center. More
extensive types of soil tests from university, governmental,
or private labs can provide information on each of these
factors with little difficulty or cost, so check with one in
your area to get started.

Information on soil pH and nutrients is often most
commonly associated with soil testing. Soil pH is essentially
a measure of the acidity (<7) or alkalinity (>7) of a soil.
This is important because it can impact nutrient availability
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VOTE IN TUCSON
ON TPI BYLAWS CHANGE
TPI members at the 2018 International Education Conference & Field Day in Tucson, AZ, next February will see a
proposed change to current TPI Bylaws on the agenda during the Annual Business Meeting. The TPI Staff and Board
of Trustees have proposed a change in the Fiscal Year that will streamline financial processes, tax filings, and member
services. Important components of this bylaws change are outlined below.

Current TPI Policies:
•
•
•
•

What does this mean for
TPI members?

Membership Year: July 1 to June 30
Fiscal Year: June 1 to May 31

Increased flexibility in paying dues. If approved,
members will be able to pay dues for the upcoming
year during December of the current year or January
of the following year. For example, 2019 membership
dues can be paid in December of 2018 or January of
2019, with the intent to allow members to expense
their dues at the end of their current year or the
beginning of their following year.

•

A transition period, whereby there will be a 6-month
Membership Year, from July 1 to December 31 of
2018, in which members will pay pro-rated dues for
the short year.

•

2019 dues statements will be mailed out in December
of 2018 and can be paid in December of 2018 or
January of 2019.

Employee Policies: January 1 to December 31
Turf News Editorial Calendar and Advertising
Schedule: January 1 to December 31

Proposed TPI Bylaws Change:
•
•
•
•

•

Membership Year: January 1 to December 31
Fiscal Year: January 1 to December 31
Employee Policies: January 1 to December 31
Turf News Editorial Calendar and Advertising
Schedule: January 1 to December 31

If approved, Membership and Fiscal Years from 2019 and
beyond will align with Employee Policies and Turf News
Editorial Calendar and Advertising Schedule: January 1 to
December 31.

2017 (July 1, 2017 - June 30, 2018)
Current membership dues cover this year

2018 (July 1, 2018 - December 31, 2018)
Pro-rated membership dues mailed out in
June - Payable by July 31

2019 and beyond (January 1 through December 31)
Membership dues payable
in December or January

If passed by the membership vote in Tucson, TPI staff will close out the 2017 Fiscal Year on May 31; schedule the 2018
gin
Fiscal Year from June 1 to December 31; schedule the 2018 Membership Year from July 1 to December 31; and begin
future Membership and Fiscal Years on January 1 of each year. All financial reporting, audits, and taxes will
be scheduled accordingly.
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MARKETING TIPS & TECHNIQUES—
TELLING YOUR STORY WITH YOUR WEBSITE
Compiled by Suz Trusty
The American Marketing Association defines marketing as “the activity, set of institutions, and processes for creating,
communicating, delivering, and exchanging offerings that have value for customers, clients, partners, and society at
large.” It’s all about telling your story in a way that communicates what you stand for clearly and directly to the potential
buyer. To do that effectively, you need to know who that potential buyer is and target your message to that buyer’s
interests, wants and needs.
In today’s tech-savvy age, that starts with your website. Four TPI members share snippets of their websites and a bit of their
marketing strategy. The screenshots included capture a single screen, or part of a single screen, to help convey those strategies.
But, a website is never “finished” according to internet experts—and both Tri-Turf Sod and Greenhorizons have major
website updates planned for 2018.
All four are family-owned businesses, some with deep roots in land ownership and farming, but all with the current owners
the second generation of turfgrass sod producers. While each website encourages customer interaction; provides an overview
of the grasses and services offered; and “how to” information on calculating sod needs, site preparation, sod installation and
new sod maintenance—they all handle those components differently. Each business is unique in how they use their website to
deliver information and to tell their story.

Turf Mountain Sod, Inc.
Turf Mountain Sod, Inc., Hendersonville, North Carolina, designed their website to capture a snippet of the beauty of
the region and their passion for turfgrass and to reflect their firm foundation in their faith and commitment to the Golden
Rule. Their website www.turfmountain.com is consolidated into three main categories: Installation and Maintenance,
Products and Prices, and About Us, where they tell “Our Story.”
“Turf Mountain Sod is a family enterprise that was started in 1987 by Fred and Merle Pittillo. Thirty years ago, Fred knew
that he was ready to get out of the dairy business but wanted to keep the farm together. He wanted something to pass on to
his children. He decided to try to grow sod. The first year he grew less than an acre. It has since grown and now has sod and
soybeans. Today the farm is owned and operated by Fred's son, Wayne Pittillo, and daughter, Linda Bradley.
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You hear a lot about customer service these
days. The Pittillo family has always had
one simple policy, treat people the same as
you want to be treated. For this reason, our
customers seem to be pleased. We strive
for quality in all we do. This is everyone's
common goal.”
Linda Bradley reports Turf
Mountain uses additional forums of
communication—Facebook, Twitter,
Pinterest and Instagram—with postings
adapted to the forum used while clearly
retaining their message.

Tri-Turf Sod Farms, Inc.

The “About” section of the Tri-Turf Sod
Farms, Inc. website www.triturfsod.com
tells their story. “Tri -Turf Sod is owned
and operated by Jason and Tina Pooler. We
started the business back in 1991 with two
partners. My dad Carl (with lots of help
from mom Georgia) and my brother Mike.
We planted 5 acres of Tifway II Bermuda
back behind my dad's place. We are up to
740 acres of Bermuda, Fescue and Zoysia
now. Tina and I, along with our two boys
Jacob and Preston (now 17 and 13) bought
them out in October of 2008. Jacob has
sold sod since he was 5, to his Bus Driver,
Teacher and his Baseball Coach!”
The website reports the family has adjusted to changing economic and environmental conditions along the way, with
“dedication to producing the highest quality product to our customers,” always their goal. It also notes that Tri-Turf
12
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Sod specializes in supplying to Golf Courses and Athletic Field Contractors and works with Home Builders and
Commercial Builders throughout Tennessee and Kentucky, and also install and deliver to Residential homes. “You can
also call ahead and pick up whatever quantity you need from our Paris farm. If you need a few pieces or pallets, Tina and
the staff in the office will be happy to serve your need.”
Jason Pooler reports their “Services” section is designed to give the big picture upfront, “We are a full-service sod
company offering: sod installation, no-till sprigging, top dressing, sod to sprigging, sod removal, frase mowing,
verticutting, hydroseeding, laser grading, straw blowing, athletic field renovation & construction, golf course renovation
& construction, and consultation.” And then to direct browsers to one of three categories for specifics: Residential,
Commercial or Golf & Sport.

Greenhorizons Group of Farms Limited

The “A History of Service” segment from the Greenhorizons website www.greenhorizons.net sets the stage.
“Greenhorizons Group of Farms has evolved from over 200 years of farming by the Schiedel family in Ontario.
The ancestors of Greenhorizons’ founder Richard Schiedel purchased large tracts of land along the banks of
the Speed and Grand Rivers more than two centuries ago where they successfully farmed in both dairy and
grain crops into the 1980s. In 1975
the Schiedels began transitioning to
Kentucky bluegrass sod production
in Cambridge. That farm was named
Compact Sod, the first production
facility of what has now become The
Greenhorizons Group of Farms.”
Today, Greenhorizons has expanded
to multiple locations; has over 4,000
acres in sod production and serves
markets ranging from homeowners to
“the turf development, installation and/
or maintenance of major sports field
construction projects.” And, “Richard's
two sons, Ron and Steve, oversee Greenhorizons operations as president and vice-president, respectively.”
Peter Rauwerda, in charge of marketing for Greenhorizons, provided an overview of their marketing strategy.
Because Greenhorizons has such a diverse market, the biggest challenge they face is connecting with those
TPI Turf News January/February 2018
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individual market segments and, more
precisely, the individuals within those
segments. The distinction, right on their
homepage, of homeowner or professional
is designed to guide the browsing
experience, but no section is restricted.
They don’t hide anything from anyone.
Make it easy is their mantra. So, the
Greenhorizons website also includes
direct connections to online ordering
for both the BigYellowBag and
OrderSodNow. The OrderSodNow
page states, “Top quality farm fresh
sod delivered right to your door and it's
cheaper than you think. Order online now or call and speak to one of our trained representatives. Whether you
are a Professional Landscaper, Government Agency, Landscape Architect or homeowner, ordering sod online has
never been easier.” A big green button on the page makes it easy to do so, and the process itself is designed to be
customer friendly.
Interaction with internet customers, including the interaction platform “on the backend” are essential. Just like
having friendly, knowledgeable folks answering your phones, you need to have friendly, knowledgeable staff
members answering your email messages.
Greenhorizons integrates even more interactive communication on their BigYellowBag and OrderSodNow
sections, including more Blogs. They email tips on how to install the sod directly to the customer a couple days
before the delivery. They follow up with a direct email of tips on “how to maintain your sod” 30 days after the
sod is down. And the “How To” videos they produce in-house are posted on the website to provide step-by-step
instructions on multiple topics.
It’s your website, so be creative. Greenhorizons has a land relations section, which was designed to have the look
of a whole new website. It speaks to landowners and the people they lease land from, telling of their passion for
the land and how that is ref lected in the way they work with the land. If someone else clicks on that page, it’s a
show and tell for what they do.

The Grass Pad

14
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Omaha’s Loveland Lawns was founded
by Joe and Ada McDermott over 50 years
ago. Joe McDermott, a smart and savvy
marketer, developed a unique business
persona and played it to the hilt. Current
owner Mike McDermott, who started his
own sod farm in Kansas City, the Grass
Pad, reports he has built on his father’s
legacy to encompass multiple marketing
venues that didn’t exist in those early days,
including Facebook, Twitter, Instagram
and Vimeo.
“Who we are!” on their website, www.
grasspad.com gives the overview. Grass Pad
is a retail and wholesale distributor of premium quality turf sod, turf seed, fertilizer, lawn chemicals, mulch, soils and
nursery stock. With 50 years of experience in the professional turf industry, Grass Pad is a pioneer in sod production
and an active member of Turfgrass Producers International. As a major supplier of turf seed and fertilizer to premier
sod producers in the Midwest, Grass Pad gives homeowners access to the same quality turf products the professionals
demand. Sod farms don't buy seed and fertilizer for turf production at a box store or hardware store, why should you?
The website “Tell the Story” section captures the persona. “The first Kansas City Grass Pad opened as a sod farm on 700
acres in Farley, Missouri. No telephone, no running water, just two light bulbs, one outdoor privy, and an old dairy barn.
People drove for miles to find a gravel road, the old barn, and the 700 acres of lush green sod.
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Uncle had the program to grow the
finest sod: "Imitate nature! Plant the
finest seed. Feed it. Prevent crabgrass
and weeds." Why that’s so simple, it
was Idiot Proof. Customers wanted to
know the secret. How did Uncle keep
his sod so lush and green? They said,
"Tell us the secret so we can make our
lawns lush and green like your sod
farm." “Uncle, write down that idiot
proof program. Put it on a yellow
sheet so it won’t get lost." Now people
knew Uncle’s secret. They drove for
miles down a gravel road to buy.”
The Grass Pad now has grown to five
locations surrounding the Kansas City
metro area plus the original Loveland
Lawns Grass Pad location. Yet, “…
at Grass Pad it's all about dirt on our
shoes and grass on our mind.”
Newspaper and television advertising
and videos carry through on the Grass
Pad image. “Idiot Proof ” and “High
on Grass” remain part of the message,
in attention-grabbing style, with the
emphasis on what matters most to
potential customers.

Test It
Rauwerda of Greenhorizons classifies himself as an analytical junkie,
using Google analytics and additional analytical resources to track their
customers’ purchase patterns. That has revealed that most of their customers
browse their website first and then go to OrderSodNow, their online
portal, to make the purchase. Contrary to popular belief, that pattern
holds true across the board age-wise. In fact, their analysis shows it takes
a more targeted approach to attract the younger folks to a website because
they spend so much time online. So, while Greenhorizons uses Facebook
and Twitter effectively, they’ll be adding content specifically to appeal to
millennials during their website update.
Online marketing is essential to connect with today’s
consumer. But it’s only as effective as you make it.
Track your website visits and monitor your customers’
purchasing patterns—and don’t be afraid to change
what isn’t working and enhance what is.
Suz Trusty is co-editor of Turf News.
All screenshots have been taken, with permission,
from the noted websites.
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TPI CONFERENCE
EDUCATION LINEUP—
EXCELLENT!
TPI’s 2018 International Education Conference & Field
Day offers an excellent education program developed
specifically for the sod production industry. See for
yourself in the short previews provided by TPI Associate
Executive Director Karen Cooper.

Pre-Conference Seminar
“Meeting the Challenges of Leadership in
Today’s Workplace,”
presented by Lynda Pinnington, PhD,
Pinnington Training & Development
Your workforce is one of your biggest assets as a company
and a motivated, hard-working, happy staff will help your
business be more successful. Learn how to solve some of
your most pressing staff-related challenges by creating
a better working environment, improving employee
engagement and motivation, attracting and retaining good
employees, and understanding how generational differences
impact the workplace and working relationships.

General Sessions
Keynote Presentation:
“Partnership Is the New Leadership,”
presented by Ty Bennett,
CEO, Entrepreneur, and Best-Selling Author
Over the last five years, a survey of more than 5,000 leaders
asked what they wanted from their people and the answer
was, consistently, commitment. Commitment is formed
through a leader’s approach to building relationships,
providing value, creating buy-in, and communicating with
influence. Ty Bennett will use case studies of leaders and
organizations whose culture and growth is built through
partnership-based leadership. You will walk away with
proven strategies and techniques to increase the leadership
and overall commitment of your people.
“Ain’t Nuthin’ Like the Reel Thing: Natural Turf versus
Synthetic Surfaces,”
presented by John Sorochan, PhD,
Distinguished Professor of Plant Science,
University of Tennessee
One of the leading issues in our industry is a comparison
between natural and synthetic surfaces. This is your chance
to participate in a realistic discussion about the benefits
and challenges of natural turf vs. synthetic surfaces
with Dr. John Sorochan, a member of TPI’s research
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committee and international consultant on sports field
performance, who serves as the Advisor on Field Safety
and Performance for the NFL Players Association.
“Who Dun-it? Fraud and Ethics in the Workplace,”
presented by R. Kevin Cross, CPA,
Author, Financial Counselor, and Federal Tax Expert
Just as the FBI utilizes the knowledge of former criminals,
this is your opportunity to glean from a convicted fraudster.
Learn about fraud and ethics in the workplace from an
individual who embezzled thousands of dollars from his
employer (the Broward County Sheriff’s Department),
got involved with the Mob, and spent time in prison for
his crime before changing his ways and becoming a CPA.
Attendees will receive a free audio download of Mr. Cross’s
book, Embezzlement - A True Crime Story.
“Show & Tell,”
presented by Jimmy Keeven, SelecTurf, Inc.
In 1951, Ed and Viv Keeven begin installing sod in
Florissant, Missouri, as Ed Keeven Sod Co., Inc. As
business grew, the Keevens made the crucial decision to
become growers as well and, in 1963, Ed and Viv moved
to O’Fallon, Missouri, to start a 120-acre turf farm. The
farm continued to grow and, in 1973, the family decided
to dissolve the installation business and commit solely to
growing and selling top quality turf. In 1984, the three
Keeven sons, Ed Junior, Tom, and Jim, purchased the turf
farm from their parents and began operations as Emerald
View Turf Farms. The brothers continued to expand,
divide, and open new locations in Jefferson City, Missouri,
and Columbia, Illinois. In 2011, Jim, his wife, Kathy, and
his children began operating as SelecTurf, Inc. where they
continue the same dedication, hard work and love taught
by Ed and Viv. SelecTurf, Inc. is a third-generation farm
as son Clint Keeven, daughter Kelsey Sandbothe, and
Kelsey’s husband Sean all work on the farm.
“Show & Tell,”
presented by Keith Wittig, Central Turf Farms, Inc.
Central Turf Farms was founded by Herman Wittig in
1983 along the coastal region of Texas with 10 acres of
turfgrass. Currently, the second generation of Wittigs
is farming 1,000 acres, of which 600 are in turfgrass.
Their primary focus is wholesale, landscapers, and retail
store supply. They grow several different varieties of St.
Augustine, bermuda, zoysia, and centipede, servicing the
majority of Texas from two locations.
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Breakout Sessions
“Turfgrass Cultivar Selection
for Drought and Cold Resistance,”
presented by Jack Fry, PhD,
Professor of Turfgrass Science, Director of Rocky Ford
Turfgrass Research Center, Kansas State University
Drought resistance is critical in today’s turfgrasses, both
warm- and cool-season species. Cold resistance in warmseason grasses is important for those grown in the upper
south and the transition zone. Learn about ongoing
research that will help you select the best cultivars for
your area.
“Why My Sod is Better:
Communicating the Value of Natural Turf,”
presented by John Sorochan, PhD, Distinguished
Professor of Plant Science, University of Tennessee
and Tomas Silvani, Manager, Buffalo.Agency
Learn the science and technical facts that can help
convince officials and buyers in your area that natural
turf is the best solution for their needs. Dr. Sorochan
will share his knowledge, experiences, and research and
then Tomas Silvani will use his vast marketing and public
relations knowledge to use that information to craft a
message you can use to promote the value of natural turf
in your community. A PowerPoint template will be made
available to all TPI members that can be downloaded and
personalized for your use in your community.
“Reducing Inputs and Enhancing Turfgrass Growth
through Site Specific Management,”
presented by Gerald Henry, PhD, Associate Professor
of Turfgrass Science, University of Georgia
Learn how you can apply new and emerging technologies
to develop efficient, site-specific turfgrass management
plans that will allow you to identify specific areas of need
in your fields, and then reduce the amount of time and
product used by treating only these specific areas instead
of treating the entire field.
“An Overview of Technology Tools Available
for Sod Producers,”
presented by Douglas Karcher, PhD,
Professor of Horticulture, University of Arkansas
You can’t afford to miss this unbiased, research-based
assessment of some of the new tools and technologies
that are being marketed for sod producers, including:
moisture management tools, smartphone apps, and
the use of drones for remote sensing to assess general
turf health and stress. You will learn what works, what
doesn’t, and what you can do with the information
gained through these tools.
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“Managing Stress and Avoiding Burnout,”
presented by Lisa Goatley, MS, LPC,
The Cascade Group Blacksburg, VA
Turfgrass producers face a multitude of stressors in their
professional lives. It’s difficult to meet the expectations
of your clientele, and even yourself; the uncertainties
of Mother Nature create stress; budgetary and labor
limitations are problematic; long and uncertain hours are
hard; and balancing family demands creates conflicting
priorities. Setting boundaries around work life and family
life can be difficult in a family business. This presentation
will address techniques to assist you in managing stress
to avoid burnout. You chose this profession because you
have a passion for the field and a commitment to your
business. Don’t let stress interfere with your ability to
have a long and satisfying career.
“Seeding Your Fields While Having a Cocktail
on Your Porch,”
presented by Mike Wagner, M & M Turf Farm,
and Ed Lee, Summit Seed, Inc.
Learn about the process of aerial seeding bluegrass or tall
fescue seed into Roundup-Ready soybeans just prior to the
soybeans dropping leaves. The leaves from the soybeans
act as a mulch to promote seed germination. The benefits
of this procedure include: controlling weeds that would
be of concern to the sod crop including Poa annua, saving
moisture, reducing tillage, and more. Mike has harvested
five successful sod crops using this program.
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THE LAWN INSTITUTE
PUTS THE FUN IN FUNDRAISING
By Karen Cooper

Live and Silent Auctions

TPI’s 2018 International Education Conference &
Field Day will offer a number of exciting ways to
support The Lawn Institute’s initiatives related to
research, education, and the promotion of natural
turfgrass, including live and silent auctions, the annual
clay shoot, and a series of gun draws.
The Lawn Institute (TLI) relies on the generosity
of members and donors to support its mission to
further education, fund research, and help promote
our outreach efforts to build greater awareness about
the many benefits of natural grass and TLI staff and
leadership strive to be good stewards of these gifts
of generosity. To this end, Hank Kerfoot, Board of
Trustees liaison to the Fundraising Committee, reports
that, “Over the years, we have underwritten research
from virtually every turf focused university, the United
States Golf Association (USGA), and several other
allied interests. Member donations and giftings come
in many forms and TLI’s Fundraising Committee is
constantly looking for opportune and creative ways
to fund our causes. One thing the committee has
voted to do a better job of is keeping our members
informed as to where these funds are being distributed.
You can look forward to receiving these updates at
our annual conference, in articles in Turf News, and
occasionally in the TPI E-newsletter. We appreciate all
those supportive grower and supplier members who
have dutifully funded our efforts in the past and look
forward to everyone's continued gifting in the future.”

The headline auction item this year is a Trebro Autostack
II harvester, which will be auctioned off courtesy of Trebro
Turf Equipment, with a starting bid of $345,000 USD,
and a portion of the proceeds going directly to TLI.
Bidding on the harvester, as well as several other silent
auction items, is being conducted through BidPal, a
mobile auction platform designed specifically for nonprofit organizations.
BidPal allows individuals to view auction items in advance, bid
on items online, and track the bidding that is taking place.
Bidding began December 15 and will continue through
Wednesday, February 14, when the winners will be
announced at TLI’s “After Hours” Dessert Reception.
You can check out the items available for bidding at TLI’s
BidPal site at www.bidpal.net/tpi2018. Auction items were
still being collected as of press time, and more exciting
items will be added as they become available, so check
often to see updates!
Download the BidPal app and create a user account for our
event (TPI2018) to be entered to win a Mossburg shotgun,
courtesy of TLI.
You will be able to bid on silent auction items prior to the
TPI Conference and throughout the Conference week,
using your phone, tablet, or computer.
Then join in the fun as both silent and live auction events
spark lively competition and all the lucky winners are
announced at TLI’s “After Hours” Dessert Reception on
Wednesday, February 14!
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Rootin’ Tootin’ Clay Shootin’
BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND!
The Lawn Institute will again host the Rootin’ Tootin’
Clay Shootin’ Tournament. This optional Conference
event will be held on Monday, February 12, beginning
at 8:30 am.
Teams of four will compete at different stations to
determine who has the most accurate shot with awards
for top performers. Transportation, rif les, ammo,
safety goggles, ear plugs, lunch, and beverages are all
provided as part of your event fee. All are encouraged
to join the fun! (Those under 18 must be accompanied
by an adult.)
Gather up your team of four or ask to be assigned a
team by TLI staff.

MULLIGANS! Not a sharpshooter? Increase your
odds to win—and contribute to The Lawn Institute—
by purchasing your mulligans onsite. Mulligans are $25
each for two extra shells. A maximum of five mulligans
may be used.
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Gun Draws
A great selection of guns will be given away during the TPI 2018 International Education Conference & Field
Day. These Gun Draws are hosted by The Lawn Institute and proceeds go to support TLI’s initiatives, including
scholarships and turfgrass research grants.
Individual tickets cost $25.00 or you can buy a bundle of five for $100.00. Advance tickets are on sale through
February 1, 2018 (while supplies last—tickets are limited to increase your chances of winning). A VISA gift card
equivalent to the stated market value of the gun can by substituted as a prize at the winner’s discretion.
As in prior years, TLI encourages the sale of tickets outside our organization to increase awareness of TLI and its
mission. You need not be present to win these drawings.
Tickets were mailed to all US and Canadian members in November and are also available online at http://www.
thelawninstitute.org/pages/2018-gun-raffle/ or by clicking the “Support TLI” button on the TLI website. Official
Rules are posted on The Lawn Institute website.

The Firearms in the drawings and their generous sponsors are listed below:
Glock Model 43 — Sponsored by TAMANET USA
Springfield, XDM 9mm w/ Vortex Venom Red Dot Sight — Sponsored by 1st Products
Cimmeron CA5581873 Single Action Wyatt Earp Buntline Revolver w/ 10” Barrel — Sponsored by The Turfgrass Group
Henry Golden Boy #H004 in 22LR — Sponsored by Trebro Manufacturing, Inc.
Remington 700: Model 700 SPS Varmint # 54217 (243) — Sponsored by Brillion Farm Equipment
Remington 700: Model 700 BDL #25791 (270) — Sponsored by Harmony Outdoor Brands
Remington 700: Model 700 BDL #25793 (30-06) — Sponsored by Bethel Farms
Lever Action Rifle: Henry H009 (30-30) — Sponsored by Jonathan Green
Remington: #8212 870 Tactical 12ga. w/Magpul Telescoping Buttstock — Sponsored by Jersey Seed, Inc.
Mossberg: #55131 Flex 500 12ga. w/ 18.5” & 24” Barrels — Sponsored by Modern Turf
Remington: #83700 11-87 Sportsmann Field 12ga., Semi-Auto — Sponsored by RTF
Remington: #26927 870 Wingmaster 12ga. 28” VR w/(3) Choke Tubes — Sponsored by Campey Imants
Browning A5: #118002004 A-5 Hunter 12ga. w/3 ½” Chambers — Sponsored by Turf Merchants, Inc.
Browning Citori: #013461304 Citori Lightning 12ga. — Sponsored by Bucyrus Equipment Company

The winning tickets will be pulled during the TPI 2018 International Education Conference & Field Days events in
Tucson, Arizona. Winner need not be present to win. Proceeds go to support The Lawn Institute activities, including
scholarships and turfgrass research grants.
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Exhibit Hall Gun Draw
Three additional guns will be given away in a series of limited card draws available only to those who are present
on the exhibit hall f loor on Tuesday evening. The Lawn Institute will have a booth on the exhibit hall f loor
where cards and raff le tickets can be purchased.
Be sure to stop by, purchase your cards and raffle tickets, and visit with TPI staff and TLI fundraising committee members.

Exhibit Hall Firearms and their generous sponsors are listed below:
Glock Model 19 — Sponsored by Advanced Equipment Sales
Lever Action Rifle: Henry H009CC (30-30) — Sponsored by Brouwer Kesmac
Beretta 686 Model: #0138000 Silver Pigeon 1 12ga 28” w/(5) Choke Tubes — Sponsored by Sales Midwest, Inc.

Your Fundraising Team
This very dedicated group of volunteers has worked hard
on behalf of all members to support TLI:
Co-chairs David Bradley and Ashley Utter; Angel Lopez,
Doug Lechlider, Eric Heuver, Gerry Brouwer, Hank
Kerfoot, Hugh Dampney, Jason Pooler, Jenny Carritt;
Jim Keeven, Jimmy Fox, John Coombs Sr., Keith Wittig,
Linda Bradley, Mark Tribbett, Randy Jasperson, Steve
Griffen, Tim Wollesen, and Zac Kuenzi.

Karen Cooper is associate executive director of Turfgrass Producers International.
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TREBRO HARVESTER TO BE AUCTIONED
AT 2018 CONFERENCE!

A Trebro Autostack II harvester will be
auctioned off, courtesy of Trebro Turf
Equipment at TPI's 2018 International
Education Conference & Field Day!
A portion of the proceeds will be donated to
The Lawn Institute.
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The Trebro Autostack II Harvester is capable of producing up to 25,000 square feet of turf
per hour and features:
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TPI CONFERENCE SPECIAL EVENTS HIGHLIGHTS

By Suz Trusty
TPI’s 2018 International Education Conference &
Field Day in Tucson, Arizona, will be a truly special
event. The annual gathering of turfgrass producers from
around the world offers opportunities for the networking
that builds and strengthens business relationships
and sparks friendships that can last a lifetime. It’s a
time for recharging and for embracing new ideas. The
offerings in the Exhibit Hall, the Field Day displays and
demonstrations, and the education sessions combine to
sow the seeds of the future in knowledge, technology, and
techniques to enhance your production and business skills.

students, and the public. Your four-hour tour package
includes roundtrip transportation from the Westin La
Paloma, admission to the Biosphere with a private Guided
Group Tour, and a boxed lunch.

To Greet You
Tucson is one of the sunniest cities in the U.S. Set in the
beauty of the biologically diverse Sonoran Desert region,
Tucson experiences more than 350 days of sunshine annually
and some of the best sunsets on the planet. The Conference
venue, the spacious Westin La Paloma, on Sunset Drive (of
course!), sets the stage for the special events to come.
Arrive early, so you’ll be able to take part in TLI’s opening
fundraiser, the Rootin’ Tootin’ Clay Shootin’ Tournament
on Monday, February 12. (See details on page 20.)
Or opt for Monday’s BIOSPHERE II TOUR. If you
are fascinated with our amazing planet; would love to
stand in the desert while you smell the ocean breeze; and
long to savor the air of the rainforest—the tour of the
University of Arizona’s Biosphere II is made for you. One
of Time Life Books’ 50 Must-See Wonders of the World,
Biosphere II serves as a center for research, outreach,
teaching, and lifelong learning about Earth, its living
systems, and its place in the universe for policymakers,
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Join the Tournament or the Tour and you’ll still get back to
the Westin La Paloma in time to attend the Pre-Conference
Seminar: “Meeting the Challenges of Leadership in Today’s
Workplace,” presented by Lynda Pinnington, PhD.

Monday Evening Receptions
First-Time attendees are invited to meet and mingle during
a special half-hour reception on Monday evening. TPI
officers, board members and other industry leaders join in this
gathering, so you’ll have an opportunity to meet them, too.
And there’s more. The President’s Welcome Reception
begins immediately afterwards as all attendees get together
for an evening of fun and a networking bonanza. Turfgrass
producers, educators and suppliers mingle during this
event to connect with old friends and meet new ones, share
stories of the past and make memories for the future.
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Tuesday Highlights
Start your day with the Breakfast and TPI Annual
Business Meeting combo. This is your opportunity to hear
directly from your elected leaders about the status of your
association and their vision for the future. President Jimmy
Fox of Evergreen Turf and Secretary-Treasurer Hank
Kerfoot of Modern Turf will both provide timely reports
and you’ll also hear from TPI’s New Executive Director
Casey Reynolds, PhD. You’ll learn about—and have an
opportunity to vote on—the proposed Bylaws change to
adjust TPI’s Fiscal Year to streamline financial processes,
tax filings, and member services, as well as provide more
flexibility for members when paying dues. (See page 10 for
details of the proposal.)
Following a morning of excellent presentations in the
Education Sessions, you’ll head for the TOUR OF R&R
PRODUCTS. Established in 1971, R&R Products
manufactures and supplies quality replacement parts,
sod harvester blades, golf course accessories, irrigation,
power equipment, and tools for the commercial golf and
turf industries. Family owned and operated with over 275
employees, R&R has grown from less than a hundred parts in
1971, to over a thousand in 1985, to over 25,000 parts today.
Their manufacturing and distribution facilities in Tucson,
Arizona, include: computerized numeric controlled
lathes and mills for precision machining, punch presses,
and a state-of-the-art laser cutting center, as well as five
heat treating systems for complete control of the temper
on blades. The modern manufacturing and automated
warehousing facilities encompass over 300,000 square feet.
You’ll enjoy a special lunch sponsored by R&R Products
along with this impressive tour.
Then you’ll head back to the Westin La Paloma for more
excellent education presentations in the Concurrent
Breakout Sessions.
The Exhibit Hall opens late in the afternoon and dinner
will be served inside that venue in the early evening.
You’ll want to stop by all the exhibits to see what’s new
and improved, along with the long-time products that
continue to deliver, and to connect with the suppliers that
work so diligently to support the turfgrass industry and
especially turfgrass producers. This is the showplace for
the products and services geared to making your business
a success. You can ask questions and get your answers
directly from the experts.

Wednesday Highlights
While most attendees share a continental breakfast, an
optional Women’s “Dutch” Breakfast gives the ladies of
the industry the opportunity to connect with each other
and share ideas to improve that work/life balance so hard
to achieve with today’s challenges.
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Then it’s off to the Field Day at Evergreen Turf. Field
Day Hosts Jeff Nettleton and Jimmy Fox, along with their
turfgrass team, are eager to welcome you. Here you’ll find
another showplace for the products and services you want
and need. You’ll see in-the-field demonstrations of much
of the equipment. Experts from each supplier will be ready
and able to answer your questions as you meet and mingle
with turfgrass industry professionals from around the world.
You’ll also be able to check out the TPI Seed Test Plots.
(See more details about Evergreen Turf starting on page 27.)
Wrap up the evening with The Lawn Institute “After
Hours” Dessert Reception where bidding continues
for TLI’s Silent and Live Auctions. Winners will be
announced during this event.

Thursday Highlights
Start your day with the Inspirational Breakfast, open to all
again this year. You’ll gain new insights and, perhaps, take
away some fresh ideas to incorporate into your business
and personal life.
More stimulating education presentations fill the morning.
Then you’ll have one more opportunity to connect with
suppliers in another visit to the Exhibit Hall. Lunch will be
served there, too. The Conference wraps up with an education
session which features two of the always popular “Show &
Tell” presentations, one by Jim Keeven of SelecTurf, Inc. and
the other by Keith Wittig, of Central Turf Farms, Inc.

Open Working Group
& Committee Meetings
Are you interested in volunteering on a TPI Working Group
or a TLI Committee? Do you have ideas for membership
growth, conference education topics, or fundraising that you
would like to contribute? Join in on any of the working group
or committee meetings during the 2018 Conference & Field
Day. You’ll learn about what’s happening in those areas and
may even be inspired to volunteer to serve.
Tuesday, February 13, from 5:00 – 6:00 pm:
TPI Open Working Group Meeting – Membership
Tuesday, February 13, from 5:00 – 6:30 pm:
TLI Open Committee Meeting - Research
Wednesday, February 14, from 7:30 – 8:30 am:
TLI Open Committee Meeting – Fundraising
Wednesday, February 14, from 2:30 – 3:30 pm:
TPI Open Working Group Meeting – Manufacturers’
Advisory Council (at the Field Day site)
Thursday, February 15, from 7:00 – 8:00 am:
TPI Open Working Group Meeting – Public Relations
Thursday, February 15, from 7:00 – 8:00 am:
TPI Open Working Group Meeting – Conference &
Education
Suz Trusty is co-editor of Turf News.
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TPI FIELD DAY HOST EVERGREEN TURF—
GROWING A DREAM
By Suz Trusty
Evergreen Turf was Jeff Nettleton’s dream, a sod farm in
the desert near Eloy, Arizona, a 120-acre farm with a single
center pivot, with the simple goal of producing high quality
sod for landscape contractors. When Jeff called his friend,
Jimmy Fox, to help look for an investor, he never dreamed
that someday the two of them would be partners, with farms
in three states—Arizona, New Mexico and California—and
managing over 2,500 acres of sod production.
Today the Eloy site is a 655-acre farm with three center
pivots, one lateral irrigation system, and three reservoirs.
Partners Jeff Nettleton and current TPI President Jimmy
Fox, along with their Evergreen Turf team, are looking
forward to welcoming you as the host farm for TPI’s 2018
Field Day on February 14.
Back in 1999, when Evergreen Turf began plowing for their
first planting, the Eloy site was their only farm. They had
initially purchased 320 acres there, choosing the location
because of the good quality, affordable land, with available
water. A couple years later, they added a second center pivot
on that site and increased production. A couple years after
that, they bought the farm adjacent to them. Then, five
years after that first plowing, they purchased Al Gardner’s
Gardner Turfgrass operation, a 440-acre farm in Stanfield,
AZ, about 30 miles from Eloy. Fox says, “Both of the
farms are about halfway between two major metropolitan
areas—Tucson and Phoenix. That puts us approximately 65
miles away from our first stop in either city, but the sites’
advantages more than make up for it.”
Evergreen Turf ’s main offices are in Chandler, Arizona,
approximately 45 miles from both farm sites. Chandler is
just nine miles from Mesa and just under ten miles from
Scottsdale. All major administrative functions, including
bookkeeping and coordination of installation, run through
the Chandler office.
The entire operation is built for efficient harvesting and
shipping. The onsite Farm Manager at the Eloy farm is
Louis Reyes. All the harvesting is automated, with one
Trebro Autostack harvester, and two Trebro Harvest
Stacks, and multiple QuadLifts to match up to the highvolume harvesters. The Production and Trucking Manager
is Allen Partain, who is in charge of all the Evergreen Turf
Arizona production operations.
Soils at the Eloy site are typical of much of Arizona, the
virgin desert’s silty loam, which Fox classifies as a good
growing medium for turfgrasses. “There’s no native sand
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Jimmy Fox (left) and Jeff Nettleton (right), partners in Evergreen Turf, look
forward to welcoming Field Day attendees.

around us unless it’s in a dry riverbed,” says Fox. “All area
sod farms have to import sand if they want to grow on
sand. We use it just for our sports field and golf grasses
and import about 50-85 acres worth of sand each year.”
Generally, about 20 acres of that sand are at the Eloy site.
The other 65 acres are at Evergreen Turf ’s Stanfield farm.
Fox says, “We use straight sand for our sand-based sod,
with no soil or peat mixed in.”

Grasses and Markets
Nettleton had a great background in turfgrass production
when they started the company, and both have learned and
grown with the industry. Evergreen Turf ’s first plantings
were Bermudagrasses: Tifgreen, Tifway 419 and Midiron,
all targeted to landscape contractors.
The mix has changed since they started and now includes
seven grasses: Tifgreen, Tifway 419, Midiron, TifGrand
and TifTuf Bermudagrasses; Palmetto St. Augustine; and
a small amount of turf-type tall fescue. Latitude 36 will be
added to their stable of grasses in 2018.
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Evergreen Turf ’s entire operation is built for efficient harvesting and shipping.

Each grass targets specific markets. Midiron goes to
homeowners and commercial landscape contractors. It’s
currently their most popular grass for those wanting lower
maintenance, though the blade is larger, it’s a nice green,
a slow grower that doesn’t thatch and can be overseeded.
Tifway 419 and Tifgreen are used primarily for golf courses
and sports fields. Palmetto St. Augustine is a specialty grass
for semi-shade areas. TifGrand is used for semi-shade areas
and for some high-end golf courses. TifTuf is a relatively
new grass for them and is targeted to golf courses and some
residential properties where low water use is a priority. The
tall fescues are cool-season grasses that are used at highaltitude areas above 3,000 feet and in some shade situations.

The warm-season grasses thrive in those summer
temperatures, so it’s when they grow the fastest. It’s
also the hardest season physically for the mowing and
harvesting crews. Both the Arizona farms are fairly
flat and there aren’t a lot of trees. Fox says, “One of
the ongoing hazards on the farms is dust. It’s produced
by a combination of the wind and operation of our
equipment—mowers, harvesters, forklifts and trucks.”

Evergreen Turf also does custom growing for customers,
such as the sand-based sports fields for the Arizona
Cardinals. And they are part of the Harmony Outdoor
Brands program, supplying grasses directly to retail outlets.
Customer demands dictate the balance of Evergreen
Turf ’s inventory. Fox says, “We try to be on the cutting
edge, growing the newer cultivars. But we also need to
do our own onsite testing to see what performs well in
our growing conditions. It’s a balancing act determining
how much production acreage to allocate for each of our
grasses. That’s why we’re working with so many varieties.
We’re pleased to be selling out almost all of them.”

Summer Weather Challenges
Summer high temperatures can reach 120 degrees F., with
normal highs ranging between 110 to 115 degrees, with
humidity levels around seven percent. There are always a
few summer nights that never get below 90 degrees F.
The region gets little rainfall most of the year. Then the
monsoon season hits in July and August and the humidity
levels hover between 20 and 30 percent. “It’s hard to
describe monsoon rains to those who haven’t experienced
them,” says Fox. “We could get one-half-inch to oneinch of rain in 30 minutes, up to two-inches of rain in 15
minutes. It comes down so fast and furious, it’s impossible
to store it all. The monsoon winds can be even more
extreme than the rains. They’ll sometimes hit 90 to 100
miles-per-hour, which can tip over a center pivot.”
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QuadLifts match up to the high-volume harvesters.

Irrigation Details
There are no wells on the farm. All the water is brought
in through a manmade 330-mile canal system. Fox says,
“One of the great things about Arizona is the forward
thinking of our forefathers. They worked with the Federal
government to develop a lake and reservoir system to
collect surplus water from the Colorado River in northwest
Arizona and the canal system that delivers that surplus
water. So we don’t have to rely on groundwater and deplete
our resources. It was a huge undertaking with construction
that began back in 1973. The first dams, however, were
built in 1903, before Arizona was even a state!”
That water quality is fair; high in salt and pH, but
better than what many sod producers must work with,
according to Fox. “We adjust our maintenance program
to compensate.”
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Like all those using the canal, Evergreen Turf pays for
every drop of their water. The water cost and maintenance
costs for the canal are part of their water fees. “We’re
restricted on how much water we can use in any given
year. Each user is given water rights based on their total
acreage. So we never plant 100 percent of the farm.
We need to allow fallow areas to give the turfgrass in
production enough water for adequate growth.”
Users generally know their water allocation at the start
of the year. Fox says, “We base our planting on that.
That allocation can be reduced in instances of extended
drought. When California was going through their most
stringent drought restrictions, there were hints that those
might extend to our area. That’s one of our biggest fears
and something we monitor extremely close.”
Drought is a daily fact of life in Arizona. “Our evaporation
rate is .45 inches a day when temperatures are 110 degrees
F. with seven percent humidity, and that’s without
factoring in excessive wind,” says Fox.
The three reservoirs onsite are designed to hold the
irrigation water from the canal system. Fox says, “The
reservoirs hold enough irrigation water to carry us four
or five days and also act as a buffer during peak water
demand so we’re never out of water. The reservoirs are
replenished throughout the week.”
The Eloy farm now has three center pivot irrigation
systems in operation. It also has a lateral irrigation system,
which is similar to the center pivots, but has one long line
of sprinklers that draw water from a center ditch that runs
down the middle of the field. It covers about 135 acres.
Fox says, “It’s efficient in terms of energy and water use. It
would be even more efficient if we only had one variety of
grass growing under it, but we currently have six varieties
under the lateral.”

Everything runs off electric pumps, which individually
power the three center pivots and the lateral irrigation
system. With all the systems running, Evergreen Turf can
pump almost 5,000 gallons of water per minute to irrigate
the entire farm.

Overseeding
People think Arizona winters are continually warm,
and the state is a snowbird escape from the cold. But
Fox says, “Arizona winter night temperatures are cold.
We get 30 to 60 days of frost. Temperatures dip into the
low 20s consistently and can get down into the teens.
Then daytime temperatures bounce back to the 60s,
with humidity levels around seven percent. It’s a huge
fluctuation. Our bermudagrasses go completely dormant.”
Thus the need for overseeding high profile turfgrass.
Evergreen Turf tries to balance their overseeding to match
customer needs. They typically overseed about 30 percent
of their Arizona acreage.
The transition out of the overseed is a major problem,
especially with the mild spring lingering into early
summer the last few years. Fox reports that every year
or two they look at what’s new and test various straight
varieties of perennial ryegrass and several blends of
multiple varieties for better transitioning. This year they’ve
added a hybrid annual ryegrass as part of the mix for some
of their overseeding.
Fox says, “With enough water, you could keep the ryegrass
growing here for 11.5 months of the year. Two weeks of
our intense heat with 30-50 percent humidity will take
out the rye. But by then there could have been eight or
nine months with the overseeded rye competing with the
bermudagrass, and the Bermuda is starved.”
Most golf course superintendents and sports field
managers spray out the rye and switch management
practices to encourage the Bermuda. But many
homeowners can only use cultural practices or mechanical
transitioning to get rid of the ryegrass, which often results
in a lot of bare patches. Fox says, “Much of our summer
business is resodding transition areas where people keep
the rye going too long, even the sports field managers and
golf course superintendents.”

And More

All area sod farms must import sand if they want to grow on sand.
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Despite those challenging days during the summers and
winters, there’s much to love about Arizona and the state’s
tourism numbers and growth rates reflect that. In fact,
Maricopa County, which includes the greater Phoenix
area, was reported as the fastest growing county in the
nation in 2016. Tucson, the second largest city in the state,
gets more than 350 days of sunshine annually. It’s located
in the heart of the biologically diverse Sonoran Desert
region, with saguaro forests, awe-inspiring mountain
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The sand plating process spreads imported sand over the region’s silty loam soil as the base for production of sand-based sod.

ranges, and some of the best sunsets on the planet. Fox reports it’s an outdoor enthusiast’s paradise, with golfing, hiking,
fishing, hunting, water skiing, snow skiing and snowmobiling all popular pastimes. Then there are the historic sites, the
museums, and so much more.
Nettleton and Fox look at hosting TPI’s 2018 Field Day as a way of showing their appreciation to the many turfgrass
producers that have helped them grow their business over the years. They and the Evergreen Turf team will make sure
all is ready to showcase the many static displays of equipment, products, and services, and the in-field demonstrations of
harvesters, mowers, tractors, forklifts, tillers, installers and cultivators. There will be plenty to see, and it’s sure to be a
great Field Day for everyone.

TPI Seed Test Plots
The TPI Seed Test Plot Program will be held in
conjunction with the 2018 TPI International Education
Conference & Field Day. Viewing will take place during
the Field Day, on February 14, at Evergreen Turf ’s Eloy,
Arizona, Farm. As promised, this year’s seed test plots will
be right next to the field day site.
The program was established in 1992 as a means
of offering Conference attendees greater levels of
information, as well as providing turfgrass seed companies
with greater exposure and marketing opportunities.
Straight cool-season turfgrass seed varieties and seed
blends could be submitted, with a maximum of ten
varieties or blends per company.

After planting, Evergreen Turf maintained the area in
routine fashion, identical to their standard maintenance
practices. There were no special applications of materials
(fertilizer, pesticides or water) or any mowing beyond that
received by the adjacent sod fields.
Fox reported that, as of late November, all the fescue and
rye seed plots were coming in well, with the bluegrass
plots running just a little slower, but also looking good.

Seed samples were sent to TPI Headquarters where they
were assigned a unique number to ensure the source could
not be identified. Those anonymous seed samples were
provided to Evergreen Turf for planting. The seed was
applied, in accordance with National Turfgrass Evaluation
Program (NTEP) recommended rates, into two nonadjacent plots, approximately three-feet by three-feet,
within the test plot area. The Evergreen Turf installation
team utilized a grid chart to note the specific location of
each sample, using the unique number provided by TPI.

The 2018 TPI Seed Test Plots were looking good in late November.

Suz Trusty is co-editor of Turf News.
All photos courtesy of Evergreen Turf/Jimmy Fox.
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SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
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8:30 am - 2:00 pm

Rootin’ Tootin’ Clay Shootin’
– The Lawn Institute Shooting Clay Tournament*

7:30 am - 8:30 am

9:00 am – 1:00 pm

Optional Tour - Biosphere II *

7:30 am - 9:00 am

Past Presidents’ Breakfast
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2:30 pm - 5:00 pm

Pre-Conference Seminar*
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The Lawn Institute Open Committee
Meeting – Fundraising

7:30 am - 9:00 am

Women’s “Dutch” Breakfast

8:00 am - 9:00 am

Continental Breakfast at Hotel

5:00 pm - 5:30 pm

First Time Attendee Welcome Reception

10:00 am - 3:00 pm

Field Day

5:30 pm - 7:30 pm

President’s Welcome Reception

2:30 pm - 3:30 pm

TPI Open Working Group Meeting –
Manufacturers’ Advisory Council
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8:30 pm - 10:30 pm

The Lawn Institute “After Hours”
Dessert Reception

8:00 am - 9:00 am
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Breakfast & Annual Business Meeting

9:00 am - 11:30 am

Education Session
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11:30 am - 2:30 pm
2:45 pm - 5:00 pm
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Lunch & Tour of R&R Products
Concurrent Breakout Sessions
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5:00 pm - 6:00 pm
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TPI Open Working Group Meeting –
Membership

5:00 pm - 6:30 pm

The Lawn Institute Open Committee
Meeting – Research

5:00 pm - 7:30 pm

Exhibit Hall Open
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7:00 am - 8:00 am

TPI Open Working Group Meeting –
Public Relations

7:00 am - 8:00 am

TPI Open Working Group Meeting –
Conference & Education

8:15 am - 9:15 am

Inspirational Breakfast – All Are Welcome

9:15 am - 10:30 am

Education Session
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10:45 am - 3:00 pm

Concurrent Breakout Sessions
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12:00 pm - 2:00 pm

Exhibit Hall Open
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3:00 pm - 5:00 pm

Education Session
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DR. HENRY W. INDYK—
HONORING A FOUNDING FATHER
By Suz Trusty
As we enter 2018 and approach the January 5, 2018,
closing date for applications for The Lawn Institute’s Dr.
Henry W. Indyk Scholarship, it’s fitting to look back on
the remarkable career of the man for whom it was named.
The scholarship was established by The Lawn Institute
(TLI) Board of Trustees in 2006, following Dr. Indyk’s
death on September 4, 2005, as a way to honor a founding
father of Turfgrass Producers International (TPI) and
to help to mitigate the rising costs of college and postgraduate education.
As one of those privileged to know and work with Dr.
Indyk in numerous ways over the years, I can share that
this honor would have brought his signature affirmation,
“Fantastic!” and touched his heart. The man who could not
tolerate the word “dirt” used instead of “soil,” or less than
100 percent dedication and enthusiasm for any endeavor,
loved encouraging students most of all. Hopefully, this
article, gleaned from multiple sources, will provide insight
on the importance of continuing his legacy.
Dr. Indyk was featured in an article titled “The Turfcon
Team,” that appeared in the December 1993 issue of
SportsTurf magazine. The article, by Bob Tracinski,
provided the following background on Dr. Indyk:
“As a boy walking barefoot on the differing grounds of his
family's farm, Henry W. Indyk wondered why some soils
felt soft and soothing, while others felt hard and grating;
why on the same day some were hot, and some were cold.
His curiosity led him to a bachelor's degree in plant science,
with a major in soils, at Rutgers College of Agriculture in
1950 and master's and Ph.D. degrees in agronomy with
emphasis on soils from Pennsylvania State University.
Dr. Indyk then advanced into a five-year stint in
agronomic research in the University of Delaware's
Department of Agronomy. From there he returned to
Rutgers University, spending one year as an extension
specialist in pasture management. He later moved into
the turfgrass field, succeeding Dr. Richard Skogley, the
university's first extension specialist in turf. At that point,
there was only one person in turf research at Rutgers.
Indyk's responsibilities for nearly 31 years as extension
specialist reached to all areas of turfgrass management
- home lawns, industrial, commercial, schools, public
grounds, golf and sports. Throughout this time, he delved
into the study and deeper understanding of soils, the
growing medium of any crop-always intrigued by "what
made them tick."
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Dr. Henry W. Indyk, Rutgers University, was named ASPA’s first Honorary Member in 1973. Dr. Indyk served as ASPA Executive Director from
1969 to 1973.

Initially, the top turf programs in the United States
belonged to Rutgers University, the University of Rhode
Island, Penn State University, and Cornell. Although these
schools and their turfgrass specialists were pioneering a
young field, there was little general interest in turfgrasses.
At that time, Dr. Indyk was just beginning to realize how
important his soils background would become in the field.
As his work progressed, it became apparent to him that
one of the biggest limitations in turfgrass development and
maintenance was a lack of understanding about soils.”
Tracinski also reported, “With the wide-ranging scope of
an extension specialist position, it's essential to maximize
time to best meet the needs of all served.”
One avenue Dr. Indyk used to accomplish that was
developing working relationships with members of the
turfgrass industry.
Additional details on Dr. Indyk’s career were reported in
“The Henry W. Indyk Legacy,” written by the late New
Jersey Turfgrass Association (NJTA) Executive Director
Dick Caton, and Rutgers faculty members Dr. James
Murphy and Dr. Bruce Clarke, following Dr. Indyk’s
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death. The article originally appeared in the NJTA
publication, Clippings, in the Fall 2005 edition.
Dr. Indyk’s early involvement with the turfgrass sod
production industry is reported in that article, “In the “early
days,” he made significant contributions to the Cultivated
Sod Association of New Jersey which he helped form in
1962 and served as its secretary for more than 30 years.
He also worked with Wiley Miner in the development of
sod-harvesting apparatus and served as Executive Secretary
of the American Sod Producers Association (now Turfgrass
Producers International) for 5 years.”
As the American Sod Producers Association (ASPA)
archives report, Dr. Indyk’s first official role was as
“interim association executive.” Later, it is noted, “Dr.
Indyk served as Executive Director from 1969 to 1973.”
Indyk had helped ASPA grow to the point where, in 1973,
it was able to hire Bob Garey as Executive Director, with
his firm, Garey Management Organization, Inc. (Garmo)
providing the full range of association services from their
headquarters in Hastings, NE.
As part of thanking Dr. Indyk for his service over those
years, he was honored as ASPA’s first Honorary Member,
also in 1973. Dr. Indyk’s love of the industry and his
continued support, were reflected in many ways, including
his 30-year role as secretary of the Cultivated Sod
Association of New Jersey.
As the Clippings article reports: “Five decades of
professional experience in turfgrass management earned Dr.
Henry W. Indyk world-wide recognition. His contributions
towards the cause of better turf during the more than 30
years as an Extension Specialist in Turfgrass Management
at Rutgers University, and the 15 years after his retirement
from Rutgers in 1990 are legendary. He worked to promote
excellence in turfgrass science and his efforts resulted in an
elevated image of the turfgrass industry.
He was instrumental in the formation of the New Jersey
Turfgrass Association and was the driving force behind
the development of the annual New Jersey Turfgrass
Expo (educational and trade show exposition) in 1974.
His vision of the Expo promoting a partnership between
turfgrass science and the turfgrass industry so that both
entities would thrive and develop a heightened level of
communication continues to this day. The education
program was designed to also provide State of New Jersey
DEP certified education credits for pesticide applicators,
license holders, and other practitioners.
Dr. Indyk served on committees and boards of
organizations representing turfgrass interests including
the New Jersey Turfgrass Association, Cultivated Sod
Association, American Sod Producers Association,
Sports Field Managers Association of New Jersey, Sports
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Turf Managers Association (national), Golf Course
Superintendents Association of New Jersey (served as
Executive Director for 13 years), Irrigation Association
(both New Jersey and national), Bergen County Landscape
Contractors Association, Plant Food Educational
Society of New Jersey, New Jersey Parks and Recreation
Association, Associated Landscape Contractors, and
Cemetery Association of New Jersey.”
The SportsTurf article also mentions Dr. Indyk’s work on
the national level with the Landscape Industry Advisory
Council and the Musser Turfgrass Association. He was
instrumental in the development of the Certified Sports
Field Manager program for the Sports Turf Managers
Association.
In addition, Tracinski reported in the SportsTurf article,
“Indyk also worked to bridge the gap between practical
and research-oriented programs at Rutgers. First, he
encouraged an outstanding student to concentrate on the
turfgrass area. Then he persuaded the administration to
create a new research position in which Dr. Reed Funk has
made a tremendous impact on the turfgrass industry.”
The Clippings article notes he was honored with several
prestigious awards, and lists: The Irrigation Association
(national) Man of the Year Award in 1978, the New Jersey
Turfgrass Hall of Fame Award in 1985, the Golf Course
Superintendents Association of New Jersey Distinguished
Award in 1989, and the (national) Sports Turf Manager’s
Harry Gill Award. The Harry Gill Award, STMA’s
highest honor, was presented to him in 1994.
As the Clippings article reports, “Dr. Indyk published in
many journals and books and lectured internationally on
the topic of turfgrass management. He provided leadership
in Rutgers Cooperative Extension activities related to
all facets of the turfgrass industry including: in-service
training of county agents; writing of Extension publications;
dissemination of turfgrass information through lectures,
newspapers, radio, TV, and live demonstrations; organizing
and conducting conferences and field days; and advisory
assistance on turfgrass problems.”
Dr. Indyk also gave a “Soils 101” presentation that was so
comprehensive, yet easy to understand, that it was repeated
on several Conference programs by attendee-request, and
always delivered to a packed house.
And Clippings further reports, “Dr. Indyk was a strong
advocate for the certification of seeded turfgrass varieties,
and initiated a sod certification program in New Jersey,
the first of its kind in the United States. He was integral in
developing the concept of modular and movable turfgrass
playing surfaces. Notably, he served as a consultant in the
re-construction of the Los Angeles Coliseum playing field
for the 1984 Olympics.”
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Natural Turfgrass Advocate
Dr. Indyk’s role as a natural turfgrass advocate took many
forms. He participated in a question and answer interview
with Joyce Jones that appeared in The New York Times on
April 25, 1993, titled, “New Jersey Q & A: Dr. Henry
Indyk; Want Healthy Grass? Look to the Soil”
A few segments from that article follow.
Question:
Home lawns make up three-quarters of all maintained
grass sites in New Jersey. How do you answer
recent criticism that keeping up a lawn harms the
environment?
Dr. Indyk’s Answer:
There has been a wave of anti-lawn sentiment. Lawns
do require fertilizers and the proper use of pesticides.
However, in addition to a lawn being visually more
attractive over macadam or concrete, lawns play an
antipollution role. They consume carbon dioxide, give off
oxygen, cool the atmosphere, deter soil erosion and provide
an ideal surface for children to play on.

Question:
What was your role in improving grasses like Kentucky
bluegrass and perennial ryegrass?
Dr. Indyk’s Answer:
I was fortunate at Rutgers to work with Dr. C. Reed Funk,
a professor of grass breeding and selection. Dr. Funk got
into the genetics of it, crossing the bluegrasses to make
them disease-resistant. He also made a breakthrough
in the strains of ryegrass. The genetic material for the
improved Manhattan ryegrass, now used successfully on
golf fairways, lawns and parks, came out of Central Park
in New York. Also, in my travels if I saw a good bluegrass
or bent grass, I would collect and contribute strains for
him to propagate.

Question:
What about the cost of grass?
Dr. Indyk’s Answer included this:
Some school boards say they can't afford it. Where a child
plays should be as important as where he learns.
Question:
What mistakes do you think the average person makes
in lawn care?

In this photo from ASPA’s 1970 Summer Convention and Field Days,
Tobias Grether (left) Cal-Turf, CA, discusses Field Day procedures with
Dale Habenicht (center) and Dr. Henry Indyk, executive director.

Dr. Indyk’s Answer:
While I strongly support pesticides when they are needed,
a common mistake is to apply a pesticide just in case,
which is costly, wasteful and can add to the potential
problem of contamination. It's no different from treating
myself, saying, "I am going to take this medicine, just in
case I'm going to get sick." A lawn problem may be from
an insect or a fungus; the diagnosis is key in deciding the
proper material to use.

Continuing the Legacy

Question:
What's your main focus in establishing healthy grass,
and how do you insure it stays in good condition?

Continuing Dr. Indyk’s legacy through encouraging and
supporting students in their endeavors is the most fitting
way to honor this founding father, as The Lawn Institute
has done since establishing the Dr. Henry W. Indyk
Scholarship in 2006.

Dr. Indyk’s Answer:
Soil conditions are No. 1. We must provide a soil which
can drain quickly and be utilized even in the rain. My
main concern is not the growth on the top but the root
system and the environment in the soil, its physical
chemistry plus the bonding characteristics. Proper
maintenance is vital.
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The Spring 2014 issue of Clippings honored Dr. Henry W.
Indyk. In her introductory column, “He ‘Paid It Forward,’”
NJTA Executive Director Cece Peabody, wrote, “Many in
the industry didn’t know Dr. Henry Indyk but from what
is in this issue, this man was a dynamo and a person who
made a huge difference to the turfgrass industry.” And “He
seemed to be the pure essence of ‘paying it forward’...doing
something today that will help many in the future.”

And there’s more. On April 16, 2014, the Rutgers
University Office of Communications issued this message,
“Rutgers Turfgrass Program Raises $400,000 for Henry
Indyk (AG ’50) Graduate Education Fellowship.”
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At the 1983 First International Sod Conference & Field Day in New Jersey, Warren Schuch, Turfgrass Inc., past president of the Cultivated
Sod Association of New Jersey (left), presents a plaque to Dr. Henry Indyk, chairman of the Local Arrangements Committee.

According to Bruce Clarke, chair of the Department of
Plant Biology and Pathology and director of the Center
for Turfgrass Science, this fundraising effort was initiated
in 2007 to provide an ongoing source of funding for
graduate students in turfgrass science at Rutgers. Clarke
expressed appreciation “to the NJTA and NJTF for
their tremendous support of the Henry Indyk Endowed
Graduate Fellowship, to the tune of more than $150,000
in funding since we started our campaign.”
Clarke thanked the Indyk family for their financial
support of the graduate fellowship, and the many
turfgrass associations and turf managers throughout the
U.S. who contributed to the fundraising effort of the
Rutgers Turfgrass Program.”

Fantastic!
The Clippings article closed with this tribute, “The
turfgrass industry benefited from his expertise in many
other ways. Absolutely no one worked harder to promote
excellence in all of his endeavors, and his work resulted in
an elevated image of the turfgrass industry, in its various
applications, and brought him great personal recognition.
“It is difficult to describe what this one man’s work has
meant to the “world of natural grass.” He had the love, the
admiration, and the respect of all who had the honor and
privilege of working with him. Five decades of professional
experience in turfgrass management earned Dr. Indyk
world-wide recognition. He will be missed.”
This “Fantastic” man is missed by so many, but lives on
in their memories through programs such as TLI’s Dr.
Henry W. Indyk Scholarship.
Suz Trusty is co-editor of Turf News.
All photos courtesy of the Turfgrass Producers International archives.
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INNOVATION AND GENERATIONS—
READYLAWN IS GROWING IN NEW ZEALAND
By Suz Trusty
Editor’s Note: This is the fourth in a series of articles showcasing
TPI member businesses whose operations are growing through
a combination of innovation, utilization of technology, and
outreach to upcoming generations, internally and externally. If
you have a story to tell, or know of someone that you’d like to
hear more about, please contact your editors.
Turfgrass Producers International (TPI) is a conglomerate
of family businesses; each based on the dream of the
founders and built on their vision for the future. Their
commitment to achieving their goals took continual
improvement accomplished through a combination of
dedication and innovation. That laid the groundwork for
the next generation and created the opportunity to grow
the company by working together.
The spotlight first shone on the Morgan family business
when this article appeared in the November/December
1980 issue of Turf News under the heading, “International
Sod Production:”

Sod Production in New Zealand
(in 1980)
Alan and Barbara Morgan are the only ASPA (American
Sod Producers Association) members in New Zealand—as
a matter of fact, they are the only sod producers in New
Zealand. They own Morgan/Pollard, Ltd., located in
Christchurch on the “South Island” of the country. They
harvest 18 acres of sod, which accounts for 15 percent
of their business. Their nursery accounts for another
15 percent. The remaining 70 percent is in the areas of
landscape design and contracting.

Today’s Readylawn Industries Ltd. team (left to right) Roger Morgan,
managing director; Alan Morgan, founder and patriarch; and Craig Morgan,
contracts manager.

The market in New Zealand, according to Alan, has
changed drastically over the years. At times there has
been heavy commercial building; at other times, local
government housing projects. At the present, there is an
emphasis on the home and general residential market.
Many home owners want to do their own work. Because of
this, Morgan/Pollard helps the homeowners with design
and gives them information on how to sod (or seed) and
landscape. It is a “package” deal. The homeowner receives
a “Be Your Own Contractor” card; with it they receive
discounts from various suppliers.
Alan Morgan explained that the use of seed or sprigs
for starting a lawn is decreasing drastically, but, he
emphasized, New Zealand is about where the United
States was 25 years ago in sod production techniques and
uses. The future, however, is very good. Morgan/Pollard,
Ltd., calls their product “Readylawn” Turf and have the
slogan, “Ready when you are.”
One market serviced by Morgan/Pollard, Ltd. is sports
fields. According to Alan Morgan, the company uses the
“British System.” A machine forms a slit and injects sand,
causing fast drainage. He finds it a very economical and
realistic system to revitalize sports fields.
The seasons on the South Island of New Zealand are
similar to those in northern California. There is no
dormant season. They harvest about eight months after
planting. Irrigation is a must.

In 1980, this photo was included at the bottom of the article with this caption:
Barbara and Alan Morgan (right) with Turf News editor (Wendell) Mathews.
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Readylawn Industries, Ltd.
In late 2017, current TPI member Roger Morgan, one of
Barbara and Alan’s sons, is now the Managing Director
of Readylawn Industries, Ltd. He confirmed that in
1980, his parents were the only turfgrass growers in New
Zealand. He says, “They were marketing the product
under the brand name “Readylawn.” This proved to be
a very successful marketing strategy as in New Zealand
instant turf/sod is now commonly referred to as “ready
lawn.” Alan Morgan and his business partner, Roger
Pollard, created a successful landscaping company that
included a big tree nursery, a full landscape design and
construction service, indoor plant rental and sales, sports
field construction, irrigation, and of course Readylawn.
“In the late 1990s, the Morgan and Pollard business empire
was separated from “divisions” of one company into separate
business entities. One of the primary reasons for this was
the Pollard’s four children and the Morgan’s three children
were getting involved in the company. The potential
for management challenges with so many individuals
involved made the formation of separate business entities
the easiest solution. All the ‘kids’ went off and did other
things in the early days—from banking to construction
training, university degrees, teaching and travelling—all
of which gave them a good grounding for the management
challenges we all face daily.”
The separation ultimately resulted in the seven business
entities listed below:
1, Readylawn Industries Ltd., which is focused on turfgrass
production and turf construction and sports field/golf course
work. It is owned by Roger Morgan.

corporate business and mall clients and for special events. It
was owned by Leah (Pollard) and Grant Carr, but has now
been sold to a corporate facilities management organization.
7, Virtual View Ltd, which is a computer-based, threedimensional imaging company that interprets twodimensional designs into a three-dimension format, “using
unparalleled realism to create compelling interactive
experiences.” It is owned by Emma Pollard,
Roger Morgan says, “Even though the main businesses are
separated, they still work closely together.”
Roger Morgan bought the Readylawn Christchurch
business in 2003. He says, “Sod production was a growing
market, but still small in Christchurch. In 2003, we had
32 hectares (about 75 acres) in production. We only sold
turf. All the installation work was done by Morgan and
Pollard Landscapes. Design services were provided by
Morgan and Pollard Landscape Architecture. But the turf
and all the services a customer needed were run through
the project management team, so they were only dealing
with a single source.”
In addition to the turfgrass production and sales, the
Readylawn company was operating a retail shop that
stocked a broad assortment of lawn care products,
including bark, compost, mulch, potting soil, top soil, rock
and stone. As owner, Roger was the day-to-day manager
of all Readylawn operations. Alan Morgan’s main role at
that point was taking care of the weekend sales. Roger
reports, “That allowed me and my wife, Serina, to take our
kids to weekend sports and have some family time!!”

2, Morgan and Pollard Landscape
Architecture, a landscape architecture
and design service, co-owned by Roger
Pollard and Adam Pollard.
3, Morgan and Pollard Landscapes, an
award-winning landscape construction
company, owned by Adam Pollard.
4, Morgan and Pollard Grounds
Maintenance, which provides grounds
and facilities maintenance, and is owned
by Adam Pollard.
5, Readytree Nurseries, a wholesale and
retail nursery that provides trees, shrubs
and other landscape plantings, “to create
established gardens ready instantly.” It is
owned by Adam Pollard.
6, Morgan and Pollard Indoor is an
indoor plant rental and maintenance
company that provides services for
This pallet of standard roll turf is ready for delivery.
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Devastating Earthquakes
On September 4, 2010, a 7.1 magnitude earthquake hit
the Canterbury region of New Zealand. Historical reports
note it struck at 4:35 am on a Saturday morning and was
felt by many people in the South Island and the southern
North island. The epicenter was just 37 km (22.9 miles)
west of Christchurch, causing considerable damage within
the city, but no loss of life.
Then, on Tuesday, February 22, 2011, at 12:51 pm a 6.3
magnitude earthquake rocked the region. Historical
reports state that this time the epicenter was just 10 km
(6.2 miles) southeast of Christchurch’s central business
district. The earthquake struck during the lunch hour,
while many were on the city streets, killing 185 people and
injuring several thousand more.
More than half of the buildings in the central business
district were so badly damaged they had to be demolished.
The shaking turned water-saturated layers of sand and
silt beneath the surface into sludge that squirted upwards
through cracks. Thick layers of silt covered properties and
streets. Water and sewage from broken pipes flooded streets
in the city and many suburban areas. House foundations
cracked and buckled, causing irreparable damage that led to
the demolition of several thousand homes.

Readylawn has seen some huge changes in the last four
decades. Roger says, “When we started the only choices
for a new lawn were sprinkling seed or installing turfgrass
sod. Hydroseeding is now the big competitor to natural
turf establishment because it's the cheap alternative. There
are about 30 machines in Christchurch now and it’s a race
to the bottom as far as pricing. We don’t own a machine,
opting instead to work with contract suppliers when
hydroseeding for our clients.”
Their synthetic turf supply and installation division began
in 2007. Roger says, “We branched into synthetic turf after
troubles in preschool grass areas subject to high traffic and
poor maintenance, deciding if you can’t beat them, join
them. That market covers the range of residential, tennis,
small sports courts, schools and preschools—anywhere an
artificial turf surface is beneficial. It has been the biggest
growth area of the business in the last decade.”
Readylawn also has expanded their retail shop and now
stocks a full range of lawn care products, including their own
assortment of company-branded fertilizers and grass seed.

The entire region was impacted. Yet, the resilient people
rallied and pulled together to rise above the devastation.
Roger Morgan says, “My brother Craig was a restaurant/
hotel manager when the 2011 earthquake destroyed our
city, including his hotel. He came on board at Readylawn
as a contract manager as we geared up for the 40-billiondollar city rebuild.”

Moving Forward
Today, Christchurch is the largest city on the South Island
of New Zealand, with a current metro area market of
approximately 600,000.
Readylawn has grown, too, becoming Readylawn
Industries, Ltd. to encompass multiple divisions. Roger
says, “Our farm is now 52 hectares (128 acres), all in
turfgrass production. Readylawn sales, from the farm in
Christchurch, including delivery on our Hiab crane truck
or by hitchhiker forklift truck, account for only a third of
the company today. We offer full turf installation services,
both standard roll and big roll, for any size project, from
small residential to large commercial properties. We
provide sports field construction and maintenance. That
construction team works full-time building or remediating
sports fields in the city. The drained sand carpet sports
fields are the company specialty, although our work
includes native soil fields for schools and park and
recreation facilities, too.”
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Readylawn proudly supplied turf to the World Trade Center Memorial in
Christchurch, New Zealand.

Lawnworks
Roger reports they’ve added turf maintenance services
which are provided through the Lawnworks division. As
the Lawnworks website (www.lawnworks.co.nz/) states,
“If you need a new lawn, lawn repair, or regular lawn care,
Christchurch-based specialists Lawnworks can meet your
requirements. We’re the experts to call when you need to
install or maintain your: Readylawn, hydroseed, seeded lawn,
or synthetic turf.
“Run by the people at Readylawn, who really know lawns,
Lawnworks offers specialized equipment and machinery,
experienced staff, and the latest technology available to ensure
you receive the highest possible standard of turf construction and
maintenance, resulting in absolutely premium quality grass.
TPI Turf News January/February 2018

Franchise Growers
Readylawn now has several franchise growers around New
Zealand. “We’ve become the biggest producer of sod in
New Zealand,” says Roger. The franchise locations are
strategically selected to serve targeted markets. Current
franchise growers on the South Island are located in
Nelson, Timaru, Dunedin and Wanaka. Their North Island
franchise is in Auckland, the largest city in New Zealand.
With ever evolving technology, the company’s website
(www.readylawn.co.nz) has become a great marketing tool
for the overall company, its divisions, and its franchise
growers. Readylawn also is active on Facebook (www.
facebook.com/readylawn/).
Their website states, “No matter where you live throughout
New Zealand, and no matter what time of the year, with
Readylawn, you can have a beautiful, healthy, lush lawn
growing at your home or business in a matter of hours.
“Readylawn is sold and installed by turf experts across
the country who have the experience, expertise, and local
knowledge to ensure that your new lawn will grow lush
and healthy. Our operators take pride in their product and
will go the extra mile to ensure your lawn is a success.”
There are three distinctive growing reigons across New
Zealand. The North is subtropical, with temperatures
seldom approaching freezing. Its average growing season
temperatures range from 15 to 30 degrees C (59 to 86
degrees F), with moderate to high humidity. Its primary
growing season runs from August to June.
The warm-temperate zone runs through the middle of
New Zealand, with cool winters and warm summers.
Spring and summer temperatures range from 10 to 25
degrees C (50 to 77 degrees F). Winter temperatures can
drop to freezing in some areas. It’s main growing season
extends from mid-September to May/June.
The South is the cold-temperate zone, with cold winters
and warm summers, and a shorter growing season than
the other zones. Its winters do get below freezing, with
little to no humidity. Its main growing season runs from
October/November to April/May.
So, each Readylawn franchise offers turf options by
category, crafting a specific blend of cultivars ideally suited
to each one’s local conditions.
Stadium, called the backyard lawn, is their best hard-wearing
lawn, which contains a fine-turf type ryegrass. They promote
its excellent wear resistance and damage repair and medium
drought resistance, recommending it for high activity areas.
Superfine, called the general lawn, contains two grass
types, browntop and fescue, which complement each other
for a soft, fine texture. They promote it as one of the best
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Readylawn’s original Christchurch farm has now grown to 128 acres, all in
turfgrass production.

all-round turf lawns, with good wear characteristics and
medium drought tolerance.
Fescue, called the connoisseur’s lawn, is the finest textured
grass offered. They promote it for its uniform, deep-green
color and weed resistance, and note it is slower-growing
than their other offerings.
Rhizomatous tall fescue is offered only by the Auckland
franchise grower. They note its leaf texture is rather coarse. It is
promoted for its ability to stay greener in dry summer periods
and tolerate higher temperatures than their other grasses, and
for its improved wear tolerance and lower water needs.
With all the innovations and growth, Roger Morgan
keeps Readylawn rooted in the strengths on which the
company was based. They promote that with their slogan,
“Readylawn, the original same day lawn.” And with this
statement, “The trusted brand for over 45 years!” And he’s
practical, too. “We still own the original Brouwer harvester
purchased used in 1982. She is revered by the staff, kept in
the shed, and can still do a full day harvesting on the farm
when the computer on the ‘new one’ has a meltdown.”

Family Matters
Roger says, “Craig now manages our retail turf installation
division. Our youngest brother, Grant, is crop farming
an hour south of the home farm. It’s an entirely separate
operation. Grant is not involved in the Readylawn
Industries Ltd./Lawnworks Ltd. business. And our dad,
Alan Morgan, recently ‘retired’ properly in his 80th year,
but is still very active.”
And Roger is looking to the future. “The third generation,
like many farmers’ kids, grew up involved in the farming
activities, such as cultivating the soil and mowing, and
they are skilled operators of farming equipment,” he says.
“Once they’ve finished schooling and spent a little free time
travelling they have expressed a desire to continue with turf
farming, which would be a great privilege for our family.”
Suz Trusty is co-editor of Turf News.
All photos courtesy of Readylawn Industries Ltd. unless otherwise noted.
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STMA NAMES 2017 AWARD WINNERS
The Sports Turf Managers Association (STMA) recently released the names of the winners in three of their key
awards programs for 2017. STMA is the not-for-profit, professional association for more than 2,700 men and women
who manage sports fields worldwide. All award recipients will be honored at the 29th annual STMA Conference &
Exhibition in Fort Worth this January.

STMA “Field of the Year” Winners
Since 1992, STMA has presented the industry’s highest honors to members who manage baseball, football, soccer,
softball and other sporting playing surfaces at facilities used by professional, collegiate, schools (K-12) and parks and
recreation athletes. The 2017 winners in each level are:
Schools and Parks
Professional
•
•

Baseball – Parkview Field at Ft. Wayne Tincaps
(Fort Wayne, IN): Keith Winter, Head Groundskeeper
Soccer – Moneygram Soccer Park Field 8 at FC Dallas
(Frisco, TX): Troy Crawford, Director of Grounds

College and University
•
•
•
•
•

Baseball – Cleveland S. Harley Baseball Park at
University of South Carolina Upstate (Spartanburg, SC):
Travis Dill, Sports Turf Technician
Football – Historic Grant Field at Georgia Tech
University (Atlanta, GA): Chris May, Director of
Athletic Grounds
Soccer – Osborne Stadium at Liberty University
(Lynchburg, VA): Brian Hinkley, CSFM,
Athletic Field Manager
Softball – Patricia Wilson Field at Stetson University
(DeLand, FL): Steve Barnard, Field Maintenance Technician
Sporting Grounds – 5/3 Bank Stadium at Kennesaw State
(Kennesaw, GA): Shane Hohlbein, CSFM,
Sports Turf Manager

•
•
•
•
•

Baseball – McLean County PONY Baseball
(Bloomington, IL): Andy Ommen, Head Groundskeeper
Football – Cowboys Field at Jim Warren Park (Franklin,
TN): John Wagnon, Athletic Crew Chief
Soccer – Longfellow Park at Park District of Oak Park
(Oak Park, IL): Travis Stephen, Sports Field Manager
Softball – Blue Eagle Softball Complex at Clover School
District (Clover, SC): Will Rogers, CSFM,
Sports Turf Manager
Sporting Grounds – Pleasantview Championship Field at
City of Boulder (Boulder, CO): John Cogdill, Manager

Rogers has now received this prestigious honor four times
(2014, 2015, 2016), each in a different sporting category. Threetime winners include Hohlbein (2015, 2016) and Cogdill (2014,
2015). "Field of the Year" award winners for the second time
include Barnard (2011) and May (2014).
A panel of 13 judges independently scored entries based on playability, appearance of
surfaces, utilization of innovative solutions, effective use of budget and implementation
of a comprehensive agronomic program. Judges may not award a field in each category.

STMA and MiLB “Sports Turf
Manager of the Year”

STMA “Mowing Patterns Contest”
winner

Sports Turf Managers Association (STMA) and Minor
League Baseball (MiLB) awarded the 2017 “Sports Turf
Managers of the Year” winners at the Major League
Baseball Winter Meetings Banquet in Orlando. The
awards are sponsored by STMA and John Deere.

Kelly Rensel, Head Groundskeeper at the Great Lakes
Loons (Midland, Mich.), is STMA’s fifth annual
“Mowing Patterns Contest” winner. Rensel was selected
via a Facebook voting contest from Oct. 23 to Nov. 20 for
his intricate design at Dow Diamond, home to the Great
Lakes Loons (Single-A, Los Angeles Dodgers). He is the
fourth MiLB recipient in five years.

This year, three of the four honorees are first time
winners; demonstrating that excellent groundskeepers
are continually improving and developing as top-notch
practitioners nationwide. Award winners include:
• Triple-A – Matt Parrott, Charlotte Knights
(Charlotte, NC)
• Double-A – Ray Sayre, Pensacola Blue Wahoos
(Pensacola, FL)
• Single-A – Mike Williams, Charleston RiverDogs
(Charleston, SC)
• Short Season or Rookie – Ryan Olszewski, Mahoning
Valley Scrappers (Niles, OH)
Since 2000, STMA and MiLB have honored members who
manage fields in Triple-A, Double-A, Single-A and Short
Season or Rookie divisions.
Winners are selected by a 13-member awards committee, compiled by STMA. Each nominee
is independently scored on cultural practices, game day routine, resource utilization, staff
management and the groundskeeper's involvement and support of the sports turf industry.
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Formerly Head Groundskeeper for the Greeneville Astros
(Rookie, Houston Astros), Rensel held the same position
at the Huntsville Stars (Double-A, Milwaukee Brewers)
previously. In 2014, he received the Appalachian League
Sports Turf Manager of the Year award. Rensel
graduated from Edinboro University of Pennsylvania
with a bachelor’s degree in Sport Administration.
TPI Turf News January/February 2018
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ROOTED IN RESEARCH
TURFGRASS GROWTH IN SHADE
By Casey Reynolds, PhD
Managing turfgrasses in shade can be one of the more
challenging aspects encountered by turfgrass managers
everywhere. Unlike weeds, insects or diseases, you can’t
simply spray something to correct it. Furthermore, who
doesn’t love a good shade tree on a hot summer day?
Privacy fences, homes or other structures, trees, shrubs,
etc. all have the capacity to block sunlight from reaching
turfgrasses and thereby creating shade. In this edition
of Rooted in Research, we’ll explore the fundamentals
behind shade, its impacts on turfgrass health, and recent
research designed to determine exactly how much sunlight
is needed to meet the needs of various turfgrass species.

In order to understand shade, it’s important to first
understand the sunlight that it’s blocking. Sunlight
has properties of both particles and waves. Particles of
light called photons contain energy that is delivered in
various wavelengths which are defined by the distance
between successive crests. The electromagnetic spectrum
(Figure 1) includes the entire range of wavelengths of
electromagnetic radiation delivered to the Earth’s surface
by the sun. Unfortunately, not all of these wavelengths are
useful for plant growth. In fact, photosynthetically active
radiation (PAR), which is what drives growth in plants,
makes up a very small amount of this spectrum. The entire
300 nanometer (nm) range of PAR from 400-700 nm,
when compared to the entire electromagnetic spectrum,
is equivalent to the width of a coin (a United States dime)
when compared to driving from New York, NY, to Los
Angeles, CA. This tiny portion of light is all that’s useful
to plants. As a result, one can imagine that it doesn’t take
much additional shade from cloud cover, trees, homes, etc.
to limit turfgrass growth in shade.
Turfgrasses, like all plants, require sunlight in order to
supply energy to support photosynthesis, which literally
means “synthesis using light.” As photosynthesis occurs,
solar energy is used to drive the synthesis of carbohydrates
and oxygen from carbon dioxide and water. In shaded
environments, photosynthesis is reduced, which can result
in decreased growth rates of turfgrasses, thinning, and
even death. This is because plant survival dictates that net
photosynthesis (carbon gains) exceed respiration (carbon
losses) for the plant to continue to grow, produce new
tissues, store carbon, etc. The point at which this pendulum
swings in either direction is called the light compensation
point, or the point at which photosynthetic CO2 uptake
exactly balances CO2 release through respiration.

Electromagnetic Spectrum
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Generally speaking, cool-season turfgrasses reach
light saturation, the point at which any additional
sunlight cannot be effectively used for photosynthesis, at
approximately 50% of full sunlight. By contrast, warmseason turfgrasses typically require full sunlight to reach
light saturation. This introduces a series of questions, such
TPI Turf News January/February 2018

as: “How much full sunlight do various turfgrass species
and varieties need to grow?” “Is afternoon sun better than
morning sun?” “Is four hours of shade/partial sun better or
worse than two hours of full sun?” “How do we measure
it?” and so on.
Light intensity varies by location, diurnal cycle, time of
year, atmospheric conditions, cloud cover, shade, etc.
Sometimes this is measured as photosynthetic photon flux
density (PPFD) in units of mol m -2 s -1, which provides
an instantaneous value for how much PAR is reaching
a leaf ’s surface. However, the item of most interest to
turfgrass researchers is how much photosynthetically
active radiation (PAR) strikes a surface throughout the
course of a day, season or year. This integrates PPFD into
a term called the Daily Light Integral (DLI) and is much
more useful for quantifying shade tolerance in plants. DLI
also is useful because there are simple, inexpensive devices
capable of measuring DLI that are commercially available
to turfgrass managers.
Publicly available data on DLIs, such as the information
in Figure 2, illustrate the amount of PAR striking the
Earth’s surface at various points in the United States at
different times of year. One can see from this data the
substantial differences that exist based on location and
season. For example, during the spring months there can
be 46 percent more PAR in the desert southwest than
the northeast United States and from January to August
in Houston, TX, the amount of PAR increases by 142
percent. These types of baseline data are important for
calculating percent reductions using light meters under
various shade levels.
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Tips for growing turfgrass in shade
•

Select the appropriate species and cultivar.
Fine fescue and Tall fescue offer the highest
shade tolerance for cool-season lawns while
St. Augustinegrass and Zoysiagrass provide
the highest shade-tolerance in warm-season
turfgrasses.

•

Shade source matters: Trees are more likely to
alter light quality (red light, blue light, red/far
red ratios) than buildings or other structures
which primarily reduce light quantity.

•

Tree species matters: Evergreen trees provide
more shade than deciduous trees.

•

Mowing height: Mow turfgrasses on the upper
end of their recommended height range.

•

Fertilization: Reduce nitrogen applications.
Excessive leaf growth comes at the expense of
roots and other stored carbon sources.

•

Trafﬁc: Limit trafﬁc when possible; turfgrasses
under shade grow less vigorously and therefore
won’t recover as rapidly as in full sun.

•

Plant growth regulators: PGRs have been
shown to increase turfgrass quality in closelymowed turf when grown under moderate shade.
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Much of the current turfgrass shade research regarding
determining minimum required DLIs is focused primarily
on warm-season turfgrasses. Cool-season turfgrasses are
typically more shade tolerant than warm-season turfgrass
species so, generally speaking, DLIs for cool-season turfgrass are lower than those for many warm-season turfgrasses. Reported DLIs for several warm-season species
and cultivars are reported in Table 2. Bermudagrass, as
expected, has the highest DLIs ranging from 13.9 – 18.6
mol m-2 d-1 in the spring/fall and 18.6 – 22.4 mol m-2 d-1 in
the summer. This was followed by Centipedegrass (13.4 –
14.7), Seashore paspalum (11.1 – 13.0), St. Augustinegrass
(10.6 – 11.5), and Zoysiagrass (9.7 – 11.3). Therefore, for
clients dealing with substantial shade in southern environments, zoysiagrass and St. Augustinegrass offer the
highest shade tolerance (lowest DLI) and greatest likelihood for success. Within zoysiagrass varieties, additional
research has shown that fine textured species that are often
interspecific crosses of Z. japonica and Z. matrella or
Z. pacifica typically have better shade tolerance than coarse
textured varieties of Z. japonica.

Commercially Available Light Meter for determining DLI
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Table 1. Relative shade tolerance of turfgrasses
Tolerance
Cool-season species
Highly Shade Tolerant
Annual bluegrass
Fine fescue
Tall fescue
Shade Tolerant
Roughstalk bluegrass

Shade Intolerant
Highly Shade Intolerant

Warm-season species
None

Centipedegrass
Seashore paspalum
St. Augustinegrass
Zoysiagrass
Bermudagrass
Bahiagrass
Buffalograss
Carpetgrass

Kentucky bluegrass
Creeping bentgrass
Perennial ryegrass

Gardner and Goss, 2013. Management of Turfgrass in Shade and Turgeon, 1995.

Table 2. Reported DLI values (mol m-2 d-1) for various warm-season turfgrass species
Species/Cultivar
Spring/Fall
Summer
Tifeagle bermudagrass
Tifway bermudagrass
Celebration bermudagrass
Tifgrand bermudagrass
Tifblair centipedegrass
Seadwarf seashore paspalum
Captiva St. Augustinegrass
Floratam St. Augustinegrass
Palisades zoysiagrass
Diamond zoysiagrass
Jamur zoysiagrass
1
2

n/a1
17.4 – 18.6
14.2 – 15.7
13.9 – 15.4
13.4 – 14.7
11.1
10.8
10.8
10.5 – 11.3
10.1 – 11.1
9.7

32.6
21.4 – 22.4
19.5 – 20.2
18.6 – 20.9
13.3 – 14.7
13.0
10.6
11.5
10.9 – 11.3
11.0 – 11.1
9.9

data not available
Data compiled from Bunnell et al. (2005) Glenn et al. (2012) and Zhang et al. (2017)
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NEW OUTDOOR CLASSROOM
AT TAMPA-AREA SCHOOL
Thanks to a $10,000 grant from TurfMutt, an environmental
stewardship and education program managed by the
Outdoor Power Equipment Institute’s (OPEI) Research and
Education Foundation, and with some help from Massey
Services, headquartered in Orlando, a new outdoor classroom
debuted at Guardian Angels Catholic School in Clearwater,
FL and is ready to help kids learn valuable science, math and
other lessons about the environment and living landscapes. A
dedication ceremony took place November 9 at the school. A
check representing the $10,000 grant was presented and the
outdoor classroom was toured.
The new outdoor space is the result of one fifth-grader’s
creativity and hard work. Student Marissa Weber of Palm
Harbor, FL won the TurfMutt “Be a Backyard Superhero”
contest earlier this year. Her winning entry was a story
depicting TurfMutt and the Outdoor Powers along with her
original character “Earthy the Worm” fighting Dust Demon,
a TurfMutt-branded evil character, to encourage healthy soil.

A check representing the grant to the school was presented in November.
Pictured Left to Right: Adam Jones, Vice President of Quality Assurance,
Massey Services, Sandra Hoolihan of Guardian Angels Catholic School,
Kris Kiser of OPEI, Mary Stalzer of Guardian Angels Catholic School and
(in front,) student contest winner Marissa Weber.

The contest is sponsored annually by TurfMutt, which
inspires and educates students in grades K-5 and their
families, encouraging them to appreciate and care for the
green spaces around them including their family’s yard,
school yards, parks and more.
“We had more than a thousand outstanding entries this
year, but Marissa Weber’s really stood out. It demonstrated
imagination and a commitment to caring for green
spaces,” said Kris Kiser, president and CEO of OPEI. The
TurfMutt program was inspired by Kiser’s rescue dog,
Lucky, who is the program’s “spokesdog.”
As a result of Weber’s win, her teacher, Sandra Hoolihan, was
presented with the first-ever National TurfMutt Teacher
46

Teacher Sandra Hoolihan (center) and her students at Guardian Angels
Catholic School appreciate the new outdoor classroom funded with a
$10,000 grant from TurfMutt.

Award and a trip to the National Science Teachers Association
annual convention in spring 2017.
“The TurfMutt program is a terrific way for kids to learn
science lessons right outside their back door and in the
schoolyard,” said Sandra Hoolihan. “"I appreciate that
Marissa's winning entry provided the school and students
with so many educational benefits. It also gave me the chance
to attend the NSTA Convention in California where I was
able to present and share my experience with other science
educators from across the country and encourage them to
bring the same opportunity to their students."
Massey Services installed the outdoor classroom and added
significant value to enhance the school’s yard. The Massey
team created a courtyard and learning garden renovation that
was designed to be safe, water efficient, have minimal pest
impact, and encourage the learning process. Additionally, the
new design and the material used will significantly reduce the
issues that were present when the project started, including
flying, biting and stinging insects, harborage areas for pests
and forage paths for rodents. “We were very excited to be part
of this project and are very pleased with the results,” said Tony
Massey, President of Massey Services. “Additionally, we have
also arranged to provide ongoing education support to the
educators responsible for utilizing the learning garden during
the school year.”
“The timing of this wonderful prize couldn't have been better!
As part of Guardian Angels' STREAM initiative, students
are studying the relationships between soil quality, plant
groups, and insects. The addition of the improved greenspace
and irrigated garden gives us the outdoor classroom needed to
provide meaningful learning experiences for children at every
grade level,” said Mary Stalzer, principal of Guardian Angels
Catholic School.
Photo provided by OPEI
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ASSOCIATION UPDATES
TPI TO BE REPRESENTED
AT THE 2018 STMA CONFERENCE AND GIS
TPI staff members will be representing TPI at both
the 2018 Sports Turf Managers Association (STMA)
Conference and Exhibition in Fort Worth, TX, January
16-19, and the 2018 Golf Industry Show (GIS) in San
Antonio, February 5-8.
Continued representation at national and international
turfgrass conferences and events was one of the many
initiatives discussed and adopted as important to advance
TPI’s goals during the TPI Fall Board Meeting held
October 16-18, in Chicago, IL.
TPI Executive Director Casey Reynolds, PhD; Associate
Executive Director Karen Cooper; and Director of
Operations/Director of Meetings Sandy Reynolds worked
with the TPI Board of Trustees to develop these initiatives.
TPI members are an essential part of both the sports turf
and golf course segments of the Green Industry, not only
supplying turfgrass sod to these facilities, but often serving
as a resource—or even a trusted partner—in preparing
the turfgrasses to meet the challenging demands of those
who use these facilities and working with the sports turf
managers and golf course superintendents in solving turfgrass
management issues. Staff representation at these major events
for STMA and the Golf Course Superintendents Association
of America (GCSAA) provides a forum to tell your story and
promote natural turfgrass.

If you are at either of these events, please stop by the
TPI booth and say hi. Turf News co-editors Steve & Suz
Trusty also plan to attend these two shows. If you have
stories to share, or want to get acquainted, look for them
there. If your company also is exhibiting, be sure to share
your booth number, too.
As part of the TPI representation, Cooper traveled to
Paris, Tennessee, on September 12 to attend the MidSouth Turfgrass Council's Sod Demo Day, hosted by TPI
members Jason and Tina Pooler of Tri-Turf Sod Farms,
Inc. Cooper and Reynolds also attended turfgrass events in
College Station, Texas, at the 2017 Texas A&M Turfgrass
Field Day and in Perry, GA, for the 2017 Georgia Urban
Ag Council Sod & Turf Producers Field Day.
All this ties into the TPI and TLI board’s agreement to
dedicate a minimum of $100,000 toward a marketing
campaign to change the perception of turfgrass for consumers
and to increase awareness of TPI and TLI and our role as
advocates for natural turfgrass with affiliated associations and
industry partners to gain their support in these efforts.
If you are aware of future events that TPI staff should
participate in, please reach out to Casey Reynolds
(creynolds@TurfGrassSod.org) or Karen Cooper
(kcooper@TurfGrassSod.org) and TPI’s staff will make every
attempt to attend!

SIGNIFICANT INDUSTRY AWARDS PRESENTED
Awards recognizing achievement were presented
during the Annual Meeting of the American Society of
Agronomy, the Crop Science Society of America and
the Soil Science Society of America, held in October in
Tampa, Florida.

Congratulations to the following 2017 ASA Fellows:

2017 American Society
of Agronomy Fellows

• John Stier, PhD, The University of Tennessee

The American Society of Agronomy (ASA) was formed
on December 31, 1907, to “increase the dissemination of
knowledge concerning soils and crops and the conditions
affecting them.”

The Crop Science Society of America (CSSA) is an
international scientific society composed of more than
6,000 members. Founded in 1955, CSSA advances the
disciplines of crop science, including: crop breeding,
physiology, and ecology; seed production and technology,
turfgrass science; forage and grazing lands; genomics,
molecular genetics, and biotechnology; and biomedical
uses of plants.

The Fellow award is the highest recognition bestowed
by ASA. Up to 0.3 percent of the Society’s active and
emeritus members may be elected Fellow.
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• Mike Fidanza, PhD, Pennsylvania State University
• Bernd Leinauer, PhD, New Mexico State University
• Grady Miller, PhD, North Carolina State University

Crop Science Society of America
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CSSA is also part of the Alliance of Crop, Soil, and
Environmental Science Societies (ACSESS): a nonprofit
organization providing management and administrative
support services to founding members, the Soil Science
Society of America (SSSA), American Society of
Agronomy (ASA), and CSSA. The headquarters office
for these three international societies is in Madison,
Wisconsin, USA.

Fred V. Grau Turfgrass
Science Award
The Fred V. Grau Turfgrass Science
Award was presented to Dr. Bruce
Martin of Clemson University in
recognition of significant career
contributions to the turfgrass
industry in the last 15 years. This
is CSSA’s top academic award for a
turfgrass faculty member.

CSSA offers specialized Divisions of Interest, giving
members the opportunity to develop focused peer
networks and information resources. Via the divisions,
members present papers at the Annual Meetings and
participate in the business meetings. Division members
also guide the division direction by participating in
elections and serving through leadership opportunities.

As the Clemson University announcement of this honor
reported, Dr. Martin, research and extension turfgrass
pathologist for South Carolina, was nominated for the
award by Beth Guertal, Auburn University professor of
turfgrass and nutrient management. Guertal has known
Martin for about ten years. She said she nominated
Martin “because he is incredibly deserving” and is wellrespected by those in the turfgrass industry.

The Turfgrass Science Division (C5) of CSSA focuses
on the development, establishment, evaluation, and
maintenance of turfgrass for multiple uses.

Crop Science Society of America
Early Career Award

This award was presented to Dr. Jay McCurdy of
Mississippi State University in recognition of outstanding
contributions within seven years of completing his PhD.

Quality
Since 1971

“Dr. Martin is an invaluable resource to the turfgrass
industry,” Guertal said. “Every superintendent knows
exactly who is being referenced when another one says:
‘Well, I don’t know, what does Dr. Martin say?’ Everyone
trusts Dr. Martin’s advice.”
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Martin’s comments on receiving this
award included, “I am honored and
humbled by the award particularly
as the recognition is from my peers
in the turf research community
through the C5 Division of the Crop
Science Society of America.” And,
“I also would like to thank Clemson
for allowing me to specialize in turf
pathology and make an impact for the
South Carolina turfgrass industry.”
Matt Smith, director of the Clemson
University Pee Dee Research and
Education Center (REC) in Florence,
where Martin is located, said Martin’s
turfgrass research is world renowned.
Martin holds turfgrass field days
attended by golf course superintendents
from around the globe.
“Dr. Martin’s (turfgrass) program
is without a doubt one of the most
distinguishing characteristics of the
Pee Dee REC,” Smith said. “Golf
course superintendents from around
the world know him and respect his
work. Dr. Martin is one of the nicest
guys to work with. He’s at the top of
the game.”
Tim Kreger, executive director
of the Carolinas Golf Course
Superintendents Association also
said Martin’s advice is revered in
the turfgrass industry. Kreger spoke
highly of Martin, saying he has been
instrumental in putting the Carolinas’
golf course industry at the forefront
of emerging technologies in turfgrass
disease management.
“I can speak from a wealth of firsthand experience regarding discussions in the Carolinas
who say Dr. Martin has helped them in their work and, in
some cases, even ‘saved’ their courses,” Kreger said. “We
have Carolinas GCSA members at more than 80 percent
of all golf courses in the Carolinas and Dr. Martin is
highly regarded at every one of them.”

Chris Stiegler Graduate Student
Travel Awards
CSSA provides annual travel grants for outstanding
graduate students to attend the CSSA annual meeting.
This award is funded in honor of Dr. Chris Stiegler’s major
contributions to the C5 Turfgrass Science Division of
CSSA. The 2017 recipients of this award included:
50

Listed by Recipient (MS or PhD), University (Advisor(s))
Paige Boyle, MS, University of Arkansas (Dr. Mike Richardson)
Eric DeBoer, MS, University of Arkansas (Dr. Mike Richardson)
Joe Doherty, MS, University of Maryland (Dr. Joe Roberts)
Travis Roberson, MS, Virginia Tech (Dr. David McCall)
Cameron Stephens, MS, Penn State University (Dr. John Kaminski)
Dan Sandor, PhD, University of Arkansas (Dr. Doug Karcher)
Chase Straw, PhD, University of Georgia (Dr. Gerald Henry)
Mingying Xiang, PhD, Kansas State University
(Dr. Jack Fry, Dr. Megan Kennelly)
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TURFGRASS WATER CONSERVATION ALLIANCE—
GROWING INNOVATION FOR MEMBERS
By Jack Karlin
The Turfgrass Water Conservation Alliance (TWCA)
is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization based in Albany
Oregon, the heart of grass seed country. Founded in
2010 by direct competitors in the live goods industry,
TWCA is committed to water conservation and dedicated
to preserving the ecological benefit of turfgrass in the
managed environment.

Membership
As a membership based organization no conversation
about program identity is complete without an overview
of the program membership. Currently, TWCA has 142
members in four countries, thirty-one US states and five
Canadian provinces. In addition to ten seed producing
companies representing an estimated 85% of the grass
seed sold in the US; TWCA members include turfgrass
breeders; government officials ranging from local to
regional, state, and federal levels; university programs,
sod farms, and landscaping companies. TWCA even has
individual members who recognize TWCA as a vehicle for
positive change.

Three Types of Trialing
TWCA utilizes three similar approaches to qualify drought
tolerant turfgrasses: chronic drought, acute drought, and
low maintenance. While each evaluation looks at turf
response to drought stimulus, each one gives a unique look
at turf quality and cultivar response to specific conditions.
The TWCA qualifies drought tolerant turf using
independent peer review of objective data collected during
multi-year, multi-site trialing. Each trial evaluates a single
species of unblended cultivars meaning each trial plot is
100% of a single cultivar. The TWCA Research Review
Committee consists of at least three university researchers
who aggregate the TWCA trial results from individual
locations over the duration of the trial being evaluated
and, based on the statistical analysis of the data, qualify
cultivars based on the results. The geographic range of
TWCA’s trialing includes fourteen locations across North
America including Olds College and the University of
Guelph in Canada and ranges from New Jersey to Oregon
and south to Riverside California.
All TWCA trialing is conducted using the copyrighted
Turfgrass Water Conservation Protocol (Protocol) as
a guiding document. This rigorous protocol guides
TWCA Research cooperators’ efforts in establishing
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and maintaining the plots, as well as laying out the turf
evaluation methodologies. The Protocol specifically
addresses both chronic and acute drought evaluation.
During chronic drought trialing, the trial plots are allowed
to establish, watered to field capacity and then, once
trialing is initiated, watered at a predetermined percent
of reference ET (ET0). During chronic stress, digital
image analysis (DIA) is collected at least once a week.
Chronic stress trialing is especially useful in determining
turf performance during a water restricted period or in
areas where the maximum applied water allowance is
determined in a regulation.
By far the most common method of evaluation for TWCA
is acute drought stress. During acute drought stress
trialing, plots are allowed to establish and are irrigated to
field capacity after which the water is entirely shut off. The
trials remain in a no water state with digital image analysis
(DIA) being collected at least once a week until the top
performing grass (the greenest) falls below twenty five
percent green cover. Once the top performer falls below 25
percent green, water is reapplied to the trial at a rate of one
inch per week. Acute drought stress is excellent for giving
a sense of cultivar performance in very dry conditions.
In addition to the Protocol, TWCA also has the
TWCA Protocol for Low Maintenance Turfgrass (Low
Maintenance Protocol). Copyrighted in 2014, the Low
Maintenance Protocol is the first of its kind to detail the
maintenance methodologies for evaluating turf performance
and persistence under challenging maintenance regimes.
During TWCA trialing, the Low Maintenance Protocol is
considered supplemental to the Protocol.
TWCA uses its Low Maintenance Protocol to conduct
what we call Lawn Maintenance Trialing. Lawn
Maintenance trials are the most punishing of all TWCA
trials. They include a cap on fertility, a limit on herbicides
and pesticides, and mandated use of a rotary mower.
Regardless of the trial type, TWCA relies on digital
image analysis (DIA) to collect objective data across
multiple locations. The use of standardized lighting and
cameras allows the TWCA Research Review Committee
to make meaningful comparisons between cultivars across
locations. TWCA’s move away from subjective rating to an
objective trialing program allows for direct conversations
about how TWCA qualified cultivars fit within a water
budget. This methodology also allows the program to
quantify the differences in cultivar drought tolerance.
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Recognizing that most turf sold today is retailed as part
of a blend, TWCA has adopted the policy that blended
products must be at least seventy percent (70%) TWCA
qualified material to bear the TWCA seal.
TWCA qualification is a time-limited affair; once
qualified, varieties retain their qualification for eight
years (sixteen years for Kentucky Bluegrasses). Cultivars
either lose qualification at the end of their qualification
period or they can be re-entered into the TWCA trialing
process in hope of requalifying. Because TWCA continues
to raise the standards for drought tolerant qualification,
any cultivar trying to requalify must meet a new, higher
standard for qualification; thus, it is not uncommon for
previously qualified cultivars to drop off the qualified
cultivars list. The list of current TWCA qualified varieties
can be found at http://www.tgwca.org/qualified-products/.

Expanding Program;
Expanding Scope
TWCA’s commitment to member service is evident
not only in the growth of the program’s membership
but also in the growth of TWCA’s scope. While the
program retains strong focus on trialing and qualification;
significant effort goes into advocating for drought
tolerant turf and gaining recognition of the considerable
differences between cultivars.
In the last two years, TWCA has been instrumental in
getting regulatory agencies to recognize the significant
water use differences between TWCA qualified cultivars
and conventional cultivars of the same species. A significant
part of this focus went into California where TWCA
Qualified cultivars are the only cool-season grasses
recognized as medium water using turfs and where TWCA
Plant Factors (PFs) are recognized by the State of California
Department of Water Resources for compliance with the
Model Water Efficiency Landscape Ordinance (MWELO).
MWELO is California’s mandatory minimum requirement
for landscape water budgeting and applies to new
construction with landscape designs over 500 square feet or
rehabilitated landscapes over 2500 square feet.
To capitalize on this major achievement, TWCA created
a water budget calculator that calculates and outputs
compliance for landscape designs. This tool specifically
uses TWCA plant factors and is part of the MWELO
compliance requirements for the State of California.
TWCA also was instrumental in the removal of “Voluntary
Turf Removal” from the 2016 Independent Technical
Panel on Demand Management Measures (ITP) report to
California State Legislature and in re-focusing the attention
of the report away from drought tolerant turf and toward
high water using plants in general.
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TWCA’s diverse 2017 membership, courtesy of TWCA

In addition, TWCA is recognized as a source for drought
tolerant turf in the Chesapeake Conservation Landscaping
Council’s Chesapeake Bay Landscape Professionals
(CBLP) Maintenance Manual. The manual, used in the
CBLP certification program, is available for free at https://
cblpro.org/study-materials/.
Not all the expanded scope is focused on influencing
regulation. TWCA is also deeply invested in helping
communities maximize the benefits of drought tolerant turf.

Focus on Foundation
TWCA’s focus on membership means the number of
“members-only resources” has also increased. For easy
communication of membership and qualification, TWCA
members have access to the TWCA logos and taglines
in several formats. TWCA is making communication to
homeowners and end-users even easier with pre-formatted
radio copy for one minute, thirty second and fifteen second
airtime spots. For members who prefer print ads, TWCA
offers preformatted ads in a variety of formats, as well as
door hangars that promote the responsible use of turf.
Finally, members that use TWCA approved ads in their
promotional efforts receive a fifty percent rebate of their
membership dues annually, making the program a more
affordable option and an instant return on investment.
To make it easier for specifiers to require TWCA qualified
materials, the program has created specifier sheets for
TWCA qualified sod and seed.

Conclusions
Representing a broad spectrum of interests in drought
tolerant turf, TWCA has added capacity, expanded
services to members and the community at large, and
created a broad network of motivated partners and nonprofits. If you have questions about how you can improve
your efforts to conserve water, please contact
jack.karlin@tgwca.org or become a member todayy at
http://www.tgwca.org/membership/.
Jack Karlin is program administrator for the Turfgrass
Water Conservation Alliance.
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NATIONAL TURFGRASS EVALUATION
PROGRAM UPDATE
The National Turfgrass Evaluation Program (NTEP) is
designed to develop and coordinate uniform evaluation trials
of turfgrass varieties and promising selections in the United
States and Canada. Kevin Morris, NTEP executive director,
reports, “At any one time NTEP is evaluating over 600
turfgrass cultivars and experimental selections in nationwide
tests.” The information gathered through this process helps
turfgrass producers choose the varieties that will perform best
in their growing area and under their management programs.
In the fall NTEP Newsletter, Morris announced, “The
latest turfgrass cultivar data, (from 2016) for all species
is now available on the NTEP website. For the latest
updates/modifications, go to: http://www.ntep.org/contents2.
shtml#latest. Keep watch for new data from 2017 as progress
reports are completed and posted.”

Cool-Season Water Use Trials
NTEP’s Fall newsletter also contained this report:
“Our Cool-Season Water Use trial, in cooperation with
the United States Golf Association (USGA), has been
initiated at ten selected locations. Using a rainout shelter,
five locations are measuring the actual amount of water
needed by each entry during a 100-day drought period.
Five additional locations (in regions where rainfall is less)
are managing using either 80 percent, 60 percent or 40
percent of ET0 (reference evapotranspiration) for a 100- to
120-day period. After these ‘drought periods,’ irrigation
is initiated to promote and measure recovery. Data is
collected using a digital camera and light box, and the
images are processed using digital image analysis software.
Most locations initiated drought treatments in 2017 and
these images will be analyzed, with the data from this
analysis being available this year.” The Lawn Institute is
one of the organizations helping to fund this trial.
NTEP’s newsletter further stated, “A warm-season
turfgrass version of this trial will be initiated in spring/
summer 2018. In addition, NTEP and USGA are talking
with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to
develop EPA Water Sense certified turfgrasses.”
On December 11, 2017, NTEP issued an email reporting,
“NTEP is starting a new tall fescue trial in fall 2018. We
need your help to make it successful, therefore, please go to
the link below and complete the survey. Please tell us the type
of tall fescue information you need, where we should test, and
other thoughts about NTEP. You input is invaluable to us.”
The link: http://survey.constantcontact.com/survey/
a07eexe3j5hjb2ixuhm/a023zkjb2r1tz2/questions
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Online Database in Development
In the Fall NTEP newsletter, Morris also reported,
“NTEP started in 1980, with the first national turfgrass
species trial (Kentucky bluegrass). Since then, NTEP
has tested thousands of experimental and commercial
turfgrass cultivars, of over 20 species, for use on lawns,
golf courses, athletic fields, roadsides, parks and many
other areas. This amounts to over 800,000 data records
collected in the past 35 years (where a data record is
defined as all the data collected in one year on a single
plot of grass at one location).
With all this data, it is increasingly difficult to utilize
the information to select cultivars, determine the best
grass for various uses, and sort the data to compare entry
performance. Therefore, to address these issues, as a
part of a larger USDA grant, NTEP fine fescue data (to
start), will be inserted in a database for further sorting
and exploitation. The grant, awarded to the University
of Minnesota and other cooperating universities,
describes the database portion of the project as such:
“Our approach in the fourth objective will use 30 years
of publicly available data in an innovative way to improve
consumer turfgrass purchasing decisions for improved
fine fescue cultivars.”
NTEP is a partner in this project … more information
on the project can be found here in the Fine Fescue SCRI
project summary. The link:
https://cris.nifa.usda.gov/cgi-bin/starfinder/0?path=fastlink1.
Much more information on NTEP trials and projects is
available on the website: http://www.ntep.org. If you have
questions or comments, please contact NTEP Executive
Director Kevin Morris at 301-504-5125, or send an email
to kmorris@ntep.org.

"NTEP has tested thousands of
experimental and commercial
turfgrass cultivars, of over 20
species, for use on lawns, golf
courses, athletic ﬁelds, roadsides,
parks and many other areas."
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NEW COMPLIMENTARY
TPI MEMBERSHIP CLASS
In recognition of the valuable service that university turfgrass researchers, educators, and extension specialists provide to
TPI and the turfgrass industry, the TPI Board of Trustees voted on and passed a complimentary membership class for
all educators or other individuals engaged in turfgrass research, teaching or extension work.

TPI Educator Membership
•
•

Standard ($75): Receive all benefits of membership as well as a printed copy of Turf News
Complimentary: Receive all benefits of membership, including an electronic subscription to our bi-monthly
magazine, Turf News

“The TPI Board of Trustees believes that growing the involvement of our educator members will provide a great benefit
to our producer and supplier members by improving our education programs and giving growers more opportunities to
become involved with research, leading to the continued promotion of the turfgrass industry,” says TPI Executive Director
Casey Reynolds, PhD.
Please contact Geri Hannah at (847) 649-5555 or info@TurfGrassSod.org to join!

DR. AARON PATTON
JOINS THE LAWN INSTITUTE RESEARCH COMMITTEE
AND BECOMES TURF NEWS EDITORIAL ADVISOR
Dr. Aaron J. Patton has
joined The Lawn Institute
(TLI) Research Committee
and has agreed to serve
as Turf News Editorial
Advisor for cool-season
grasses. TLI will hold an
Open Research Committee
meeting in conjunction with
the TPI 2018 International
Education Conference
& Field Day on Tuesday,
February 13, from 5:00 –
6:30 pm. Conference attendees are invited to sit in on this
meeting to learn more about what TLI is doing in research
support and funding.
Dr. Patton brings a strong turfgrass background to these
positions. He earned his bachelor’s degree in horticulture
from Iowa State University in Ames, Iowa, and his
master’s degree and doctorate in agronomy from Purdue
University in West Lafayette, Indiana. He serves as
Professor of Horticulture, Turfgrass Extension Specialist
and Assistant Department Head for the Horticulture
and Landscape Architecture Department of Purdue
University. He teaches the senior level turfgrass science
course at Purdue University and mentors undergraduate
and graduate students.
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As part of the Purdue Turf Team, Dr. Patton fills a role
as a leader of the applied research and extension/outreach
efforts to Indiana’s $1.4 billion turfgrass industry. His
research responsibilities include planning, implementing,
and leading projects devoted to managing quality lawn,
sod, golf and sports turf while reducing management
inputs. His research interests focus on weed ecology
and control, zoysiagrass and fine fescue, and agronomic
practices in turfgrass systems.
Dr. Patton also is Executive Director of the Midwest
Regional Turf Foundation (MRTF), which was created
in 1945 with the mission of supporting turfgrass research,
extension programming, and education at Purdue University.
Dr. Patton is a co-author of the recently expanded and
updated, Fundamentals of Turfgrass Management, which
is the longstanding authority on all aspects of the science
and practices behind world-class turfgrass care. The other
co-authors are Nick E. Christians, PhD, a professor of
Horticulture at Iowa State University and Quincy D. Law,
MS, a doctoral student in the Department of Horticulture
and Landscape Architecture and the Ecological Science
and Engineering Interdisciplinary Graduate Program at
Purdue University.
Contact Dr. Patton by email at: ajpatton@purdue.edu
Follow Dr. Patton on Twitter @PurdueTurfDoc
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Response
Ability

Reliable color and performance. Traffic
tolerance, shade tolerance and drought
tolerance.

Make the most of your acres in
production with top-quality Kentucky
Bluegrass cultivars:

These are the qualities you demand from
Kentucky Bluegrass. And that is what Turf
Merchants delivers.

• Bedazzled
• Blueberry
• Brooklawn

We also respond to your needs for
sustainable solutions, with two Kentucky
Bluegrass cultivars that qualify under
TWCA protocols.

Learn more from your turfgrass seed
distributor, or visit our website.

• Bewitched
• Bonaire
• WaterWorks

33390 Tangent Loop
Tangent, Oregon 97389
Phone: (541) 926-8649
Toll Free: (800) 421-1735
Fax: (541) 926-4435
E-mail: info@turfmerchants.com

www.turfmerchants.com
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TURF INDUSTRY NEWS
Turfgrass Management Handbook Updated
and Expanded
Fundamentals of Turfgrass Management is the longstanding
authority on all aspects of the science and practices
behind world-class turfgrass care. This fully revised Fifth
Edition comes enriched by two new authors who share
their cutting-edge research and real-world expertise on
such topics as growth, soil testing, nutrition, herbicides,
insecticides, and fungicides.
Coverage throughout is refreshed with new illustrations
and charts, as well as: Expanded coverage on professional
lawn care programs, including cool-season and warmseason turfgrasses, establishing methods and costs,
cultivation, sand topdressing, and more. Enhanced
material on the most up-to-date thinking and practices
in weed management. Brand-new chapters on the
environmental, economic, and quality-of-life benefits of
well-maintained turf, as well as the influence of light on
turf health.
About the Authors: Nick E. Christians, PhD, is professor
of Horticulture at Iowa State University. He is the author
of numerous books, including The Mathematics of Turfgrass
Maintenance, Fourth Edition, and Mathematics for the Green
Industry. Aaron J. Patton, PhD, is associate professor
of Horticulture at Purdue University, West Lafayette,
Indiana. He also serves as the executive director of the
Midwest Regional Turf Foundation. Quincy D. Law, MS,
is a doctoral student in the Department of Horticulture
and Landscape Architecture and the Ecological Science
and Engineering Interdisciplinary Graduate Program at
Purdue University.
Aqua-Yield Announces Availability of New
NanoProTM Adjuvant
Aqua-Yield CEO and co-founder Clark Bell has
announced the immediate availability of Nano-Pro™ for
general farm usage in easy-to-use and store 2.5-gallon
containers. Each 2.5-gallon container of Nano-Pro™
will service 80 acres of farmland weed control. Bell
commented, “Nano-Pro™ is different from other
herbicide adjuvants because it contains an AquamizedTM
formulation to more effectively deliver herbicide to plant
cells through Aqua-Yield’s proprietary Nano-Shield™
delivery system.” Bell continued, “Our testing/data
indicates that with Nano-Pro™, farmers will see a faster
kill of weeds and a higher kill on tougher weeds. Our
propriety and patented nano-formulation promotes
cellular access to weeds and Nano-Pro™ can be used in
combination with other great herbicide products.”
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Campey Imants Introduces Enhancements to the
Koro® FIELDTOPMAKER®
New re-designed Koro® FTM® (FIELDTOPMAKER)
models will be introduced in 2018. A model 1600 will
replace the 1500, joining the 1200, 2000 and 2500 models.
The new models will have the latest patented UNIVERSE®
rotor which offers improved clean-up and greater surface
cleaning. Earlier rotors will still fit on the 2000 and 2500
but not the 1200 or 1600. A new angled cross conveyor has
been introduced to move material evenly with perfect belt
tracking, while the weight of the machine has been reduced
with greatly improved weight balance using a 220-pound
(100kg) weight that can be removed.
Even when the weight is removed, the machine is still
better balanced than previous models, and the center
of gravity has been shifted further towards the tractor,
meaning it is easier for it to be lifted, therefore the Koro®
FTM® can be run using a much smaller tractor.
Maintaining the new machines has also been improved
to ensure working reliability. A modular setup allows the
machine to run without belts and the strong, state of the
art drive line is maintenance free.
GGIA Wintergreen Horticultural Trade Show and
Conference Set for January 24-26
The Georgia Green Industry Association’s Wintergreen
Horticultural Trade Show and Conference will be held
January 24-26 at the Infinite Energy Forum (Formerly
the Gwinnett Center) in Duluth, Georgia. The annual
event is Georgia’s only multi-day trade show and education
conference for the horticulture and landscape industries.
Three full days of education tracts feature classes on
landscape design, new plants, industry trends, finance
and accounting, pest and disease treatments, irrigation
technology, invasive plants, horticultural research and
much more. Many classes offer CEU’s for pesticide
applicators, irrigation contractors and arborists. All
sessions are taught by recognized leaders from the industry
and experts from UGA’s Cooperative Extension Service.
Certification instruction and exams are available for plant,
landscape and irrigation professionals.
The trade show kicks off with a complimentary breakfast
on Thursday morning, January 25 at 7:30. Wintergreen
exhibitors offer up an unmatched variety of plants and
new introductions from leading growers, hard goods and
supplies for landscape and irrigation contractors, and allied
products for all segments of the industry. The complete
event brochure is available online at www.ggia.org providing
detailed descriptions of the education tracts, trade show
exhibitors, hotel and travel information and much more.
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TURF INDUSTRY NEWS
Former Manager at TIC Accepts New Position in
MSU Libraries
Mike Schury, who had been the manager of the Turfgrass
Information Center (TIC) since 2009, has accepted a new
position at Michigan State University. As of December 11,
he has a position as an original cataloger in the Michigan
State University Libraries. In his new position he will
perform original and complex copy cataloging for print,
non-print and electronic publications in a variety of subjects
and languages, with an emphasis on monographs. As the
manager of the Turfgrass Information Center, he handled
all staff supervision, training, and evaluation; student
supervision and budget development/oversight; liaised with
external cooperators and internal and external units; and
advanced the function and size of TIC's print and digital
products and services to a worldwide audience. His new
email address is schurmi@lib.msu.edu.
In a December email Mike stated, “Thank you for helping
make my many years in the Turfgrass Information Center
the positive, rewarding experience that it has been!”
Any future correspondence pertaining to the Turfgrass
Information Center should be sent to the departmental
email address of tgif@msu.edu or via phone at 517-353-7209
Two of five Americans with yards hired pros in 2017,
NALP survey shows
Americans seem to think it is important to make the
investment to take care of their yards, with 40 percent of
those with a lawn or landscape hiring a professional in the
last year. According to an online survey commissioned by the
National Association of Landscape Professional’s Industry
Growth Initiative and conducted by Harris Poll in September
– October 2017, the top services used among Americans who
have hired a lawn/landscaping professional in the past 12
months include tree care (51 percent), mowing (50 percent),
lawn pest control (46 percent), and weed prevention and
control (42 percent).
NALP’s Industry Growth Initiative commissioned the
survey as a benchmark to track consumers’ purchasing habits
when it comes to lawn and landscape services. Other survey
results include the fact that among those who have a lawn
or landscaping at their home, married individuals are more
likely than those who aren’t married to have invested in lawn
care and/or landscape maintenance services for their home in
the past 12 months (45 percent vs. 33 percent).
Sixty-two percent of those who didn’t hire a lawn/landscape
professional in the past 12 months say the costs is too high,
while nearly half (49 percent) say they enjoy caring for their
lawn themselves and 43 percent believe their yard is fine as is.
For those who have hired professional help, 52 percent did
so to help their lawn/landscape look better, while 41 percent
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wanted to save time and 30 percent wanted to enjoy their
yard more.
The full report and data, including geographic and
demographic details, are available to investors in the
Industry Growth Initiative. For more information, contact
Missy Henriksen at Missy@landscapeprofessionals.org.
E.U. Extends Glyphosate Use for Five Years
On Monday, November 27, 2017, the European Union (E.U.)
voted in favor of continuing its sale and use of glyphosate, the
main ingredient in Monsanto's Round-up weed killer, for an
additional five years. The verdict took 18 months of debate
and a decisive 18 to 9 vote authorized the usage of glyphosate
for all countries in the E.U. Germany's decision on the
matter played an essential role in the verdict, as it permitted
obtaining a majority vote and allowed the legislation to pass.
Twenty-eight nations constitute the E.U. and a majority vote
is needed for most legislation to pass.
This vote comes just months after a petition with over
1.3 million signatures was given to the E.U. calling for a
complete ban of glyphosate and more transparent scientific
practices in the future. Although the petition was the largest
in history, it ultimately failed to garner the support needed
to persuade lawmakers to completely ban the chemical.
Subsequently, the dismissal of this petition resulted in
protests across Europe, more specifically in France and
Belgium, as they were two of the countries that voted against
the use of the glyphosate. Portugal was the only country to
abstain from the vote.
With so much debate on both sides, it is no surprise that
glyphosate has become a hot-button issue. In 2015 the
International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC)
classified the chemical as "probably carcinogenic to humans."
Although, despite this classification, the European Chemicals
Agency (ECHA) lists on their website that the toxicity
level of glyphosate is "Conclusive but not sufficient for
classification." This is where the problem stems, as many
studies on the use of glyphosate conflict with one another;
because as of right now, there is no irrefutable evidence that
the substance is harmful to people. For instance, studies have
been conducted that show trace amounts of glyphosate in
bovine and human urine, however other experiments have
disproven that there is a definitive link between the chemical
and cancer.
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TURF MARKETPLACE
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S-Series The global standard in wide area grass collecting.

Telephone: 864.332.9776 - info@trilo.com - www.trilo.com

www.The LawnInstitute.org
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CLASSIFIED ADS
CALL TEX AS SOD FOR ALL YOUR SOD NEEDS: New and
used equipment; Parts for all Sod Equipment; Netting, Harvester
Tarps, Trimble GPS Equipment, Sod Staples, Truck Tarps and
much more.
Contact: 888-246-4268 or www.TexasSod.com
SALES MIDWEST: Several good used little roll, slab,
big roll, and auto-stacking harvesters for sale. New &
Used Donkey, Brouwer, Kesmac, MasterCraft, First
Products, Progressive. We also offer a full line of parts, Poly Tubes,
Degradable Big Roll Netting, Degradable Field Net & a variety of
harvester & mower blades.
New & Used Equipment Contact: Sales Midwest Inc. at 800-3859408, 913-254-9560 or www.salesmidwest.com.
Contact: Diversified Asset Solutions at 888-888-8133, 913-829-5622
or twollesen@assetbids.com.
Get Registered for Our On-line Turf Auctions – Held Online at:
www.assetbids.com

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: Flatbeds with forklift
kits. We have new 38’, 42' and 45’x 102’, Wilson, Manac,
Wade and Clark trailers in stock with more on order.
We have all steel with wood floors, 12 winches, headboards, LED
lights, combo forklift kits, Moffett, Princeton, Navigator and
Palfinger. Steel disc wheels, air ride slides, fixed air rides and spring
slides. We also have Wilson 45' and 48' combos, aluminum sides
rails, aluminum floor, fixed air ride, sliding air ride, headboard,
universal lift kits. 10,500lbs. If we do not have what you want, we
can have it built in as little as eight weeks.
Contact: Bill Israel at 404-324-7191 or bill.israel@northstar-trailer.com
FOR SALE: 2017 Progressive Roller Mower 22’
Galvanized Decks $30,000 excellent condition. Also
looking to buy used big roll harvesters or installers.
(Any condition)
Contact: Ron or Justin Payne at 815-468-6400 or info@paynesodfarm.com

EQUIPMENT WANTED: Ryan Sod Cutter Heavy Duty, with
auto cut off or/and Junior. Low hours requested.
Contact: Juan at jjgarese@todoverde.com.uy or juanjo20200@gmail.com

Wherever you see this camera icon, visit www.TurfGrassSod.org to view pictures of the advertised items. When viewing the electronic
version of this page, just click on any of the icons above that interest you to proceed directly to the advertiser’s supplied picture.

TPI CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING—TARGETED TO TURFGRASS PRODUCERS WORLDWIDE
Buying or selling equipment, supplies, properties, or looking for employment opportunities?
TPI classified advertising is the answer! Reach your target market with a low cost classified ad in Turf News magazine and the
TPI website at www.TurfGrassSod.org.
All classified ads are posted to the TPI website & featured in the matching Turf News issue for one low rate!

Premier Classiﬁed Advertising!
With the Premier Classified Advertising option you can add one photograph to your website ad! The electronic version of Turf
News will link the reader directly to your ad on TPI’s website. Readers of the print version will be able to view your ad with
picture by going to www.TurfGrassSod.org.
Classified Ad Rates:
TPI Member $200….…....Non-member $275
Premier Classified Ad: TPI Member $225………..Non-member $300
Rates are determined in one-inch vertical increments. Please estimate approximately 65 words per inch.
Photos are limited to the website and one photograph per ad.
Deadline: 30-days prior to Turf News issue date (e.g., March/April Turf News issue, ad is due by February 1).
Payment: Classified ads are to be paid in advance—we accept check or Visa, MasterCard & AmEx.
Contact: Please send your classified ad to Geri Hannah via fax 847-649-5678; email ghannah@TurfGrassSod.org or regular mail to:

Turfgrass Producers International, 444 E. Roosevelt Road #346, Lombard, IL 60148 U.S.A.
All classified ads are subject to review; TPI does not endorse any ad and reserves the right to edit or decline any ad.
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WELCOME NEW & RETURNING MEMBERS
Agnaldo Xavier
Gramas Xavier
Via Municipal Karh Heinz Jahmann
Tatui, Sao Paulo 18270-000
Brazil
+55 15 3251-1605
financeiro@gramasxavier.com.br
Joe Masingo
Hoosier Turf
9119 Old State Road 3
Otisco, IN 47163
812-256-2940
jdmsod@aol.com
Eric Smilsky
Smilsky Sod Farms Ltd.
4457 20th Sd. Rd. RR#4
Cookstown, ON L0L 1L0 Canada
705-440-8577
esmilsky@hotmail.ca
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Wells Hula
Riverside Turf, LLC
18161 Sandy Point Rd
Charles City, VA 23030
804-829-2608
wells@riversideturf.com

Kelly Kopp
Utah State University
4820 Old Main Hwy
Logan, UT 84322
435-757-6650
kelly.kopp@usu.edu

Jay Peterson
Green Horizon Farm & Turf
1910 Caples Rd.
Woodland, WA 98674
360-713-4002
jay@greenhorizonft.com

Mark Aldrovandi
LiftKing Manufacturing
7135 Islington Avenue
Woodbridge, ON L4L 1V9
905-265-3965
mark@liftking.com

Blake Fleeman
Georgia Seed Development
Commission
2420 S. Milledge Ave.
Athens, GA 30605
706-542-5640
blake.fleeman@gsdc.com

Jay Carl
Carl and Son Turf
24012 Clearing Road
Harrisonville, MO 64701
816-916-7628
carlnson@yahoo.com
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TURF INDUSTRY CALENDAR
JANUARY
January 2-4
Northern Green Expo
Minneapolis Convention Center, Minneapolis, MN
Contact: www.mtg f.org
January 3-5
Michigan Turfgrass Conference
Kellogg Hotel and Conference Center
Contact: http://www.michiganturfgrass.org/event-2503593
January 8-10
Tennessee Turfgrass Association
Annual Conference & Tradeshow
Embassy Suites, Murfreesboro, TN
Contact: www.ttaonline.org
January 10
Eastern Pennsylvania Turfgrass Conference
East Earl, PA
Contact: https://paturf.org/events-calendar/eastern-pa-conference
January 9-11
University of Nebraska / Nebraska Turfgrass Association
Nebraska Turf Conference, La Vista, NE
Contact: www.nebraskaturfgrass.com
January 11-12
Arkansas Turfgrass Association
Annual Conference & Trade Show
Hot Springs, AR
Contact: https://www.arkansasturf.org/conference/
January 15-17
Midwest Green Industry Experience (MGIX)
Greater Columbus Convention Center, Columbus, OH
Contact: www.mgix18.com
January 15-19
Green & Growin' Show, Greensboro, NC
Contact: http://greenandgrowin.com/
January 16-19
2018 STMA Conference & Exhibition, Fort Worth, TX
Contact: http://www.stma.org/2018-conference
January 17
North Carolina Sod Producers Association Annual Meeting
Greensboro, NC
Contact: http://www.ncsod.org/payment/winter-conference
January 19-20
Washington Association of Landscape Professionals
Northwest Landscape Industry Conference
Olympia, WA
Contact: http://www.walp.org/2018-conference
January 23-25
Iowa Turfgrass Conference and Trade Show, Altoona, IA
Contact: https://www.iowaturfgrass.org/Conference-Registration
January 24-26
GGIA Wintergreen Horticultural Trade Show and Conference
Infinite Energy Forum
Duluth, GA
Contact: www.ggia.org
January 29-February 1
MidAtlantic Turf Expo, Fredericksburg, VA
Contact: http://www.turfconference.org/

January 30-31
New York State Turfgrass Association
Southeast Regional Conference
Fishkill, NY
Contact: http://www.nysta.org/events/southeast2018/se2018.html

FEBRUARY
February 5-8
GCSAA Education Conference & Golf Industry Show
San Antonio, TX
Contact: http://www.golfindustryshow.com/
February 7-9
Wyoming Groundkeepers & Growers Association
2018 Annual Conference & Trade Show
Casper, WY
Contact: http://www.wgga.org/
February 11-14
International Erosion Control Association
2018 Annual Conference & Expo
Long Beach, CA
Contact: http://www.ieca.org/ieca
February 12-15
TPI International Education Conference
& Field Day
Westin La Paloma Resort, Tucson, AZ
FIELD DAY HOST: EVERGREEN TURF, INC.
Contact: http://www.TurfGrassSod.org/pages/events/international-conferencefield-day/
February 14-16
Western Canada Turfgrass Association
55th Annual WCTA Conference and Trade Show
Richmond, BC
Contact: http://wcta-online.com/coming-events/others/item/425
February 20-21
Michigan Green Industry Association
2018 Trade Show & Convention
Novi, MI
Contact: www.landscape.org
February 26 – March 1
Canadian Golf Course Superintendents Association
The Canadian Golf Course Management Conference
Quebec City, QC
Contact: https://golfsupers.com/en/events/calendar
February 27-28
Western Pennsylvania Turfgrass Conference and Trade Show
Mars, PA
Contact: https://paturf.org/events-calendar/western-pa-turfgrass-conference
February 28
2018 Turfgrass Advocacy -NYSTA's Lobby Day
Empire State Plaza, Albany, NY
Contact: www.nysta.org

MARCH
March 5-8
New England Regional Turfgrass Show
Providence, RI
Contact: https://www.nertf.org/

For additional calendar items, visit www.TurfGrassSod.org. If you are planning an industry event of interest to our
readers please send the information to: ghannah@TurfGrassSod.org and put “Industry Calendar” in the subject line.
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